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   - Alfalfa as feed.
   - Alfalfa -- Colorado.

   - Beets -- Diseases and pests.
   - Loxostege.
   - Cutworms.
   - Armyworms.

   - Colorado -- History.

4. (1925). *Colorado pure seed law.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 8 p. sample; 23 cm.
   - Seed industry and trade -- Law and legislation -- Colorado.

5. (1908). *The Plains: some press bulletins.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 32 p.; 23 cm. Cover title./ "This bulletin is made up of a number of press bulletins relating to the Plains, and giving advice to Plains settlers" -- Intro.
   - Agriculture -- Colorado.
   - Plains -- Colorado.

   - Agriculture -- Colorado
7.  
   Bees -- Colorado.
   Orthoptera -- Colorado.
   Insect pests -- Colorado.

8.  
_______ (1918). **Student directory of the Colorado Agricultural College and the Colorado School of Agriculture, 1918-1919.** Fort Collins, Colo.: s.n. 18 p. ; 26 cm.
   Colorado Agricultural College -- Directories.
   Colorado School of Agriculture -- Directories.

9.  
   Building, Adobe -- Colorado.

10.  
   Concrete -- Deterioration.
   Beet sugar industry -- By-products.
   Portland cement.

11.  
   ROADS
   . 69 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   LIVESTOCK - TESTING

   Beeswax -- Colorado.

   . 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   SWINE FARM MANAGEMENT

   . 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   LIVESTOCK - JUDGING

   . 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   LIVESTOCK - JUDGING
17. _______ W. F. Allewelt, E. F. McKune, joint author, L. C. Archer and Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station. (1920-1929?). *Report of marketing investigations*. Fort Collins: Colo. 1 p. l., 156 numb. l. photos., tables. 4to. by W.F. Allewelt ... assisted by E.F. McKune [and] L.C. Archer.
   
   Farm produce -- Marketing.
   Fruit -- Marketing.
   Coloradoana.

   
   16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   DRYING (FRUITS AND VEGETABLES)

   
   16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   FAIRS

   
   Potatoes -- Varieties -- Colorado.

21. _______ F. J. Annis. (1887). *Concerning the duties of the Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture and the distribution of college seeds and plants*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College of Colorado. 4 p. ; 23 cm. Cover title.[Frank J. Annis].
   
   Seed distribution -- Colorado.
   Agriculture and state -- Colorado.
   Colorado. State Board of Agriculture. Secretary.
22. _______ n. author. (1915) (1915). *Practical lectures for farmers, teachers, schools, woman's clubs and many occasions.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LECTURES AND LECTURING

. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SMITH-LEVER ACT

. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WATER SUPPLY

25. _______ n. author. (1923) (Jan. 1923). *Practical recipes using apples, potatoes and milk.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY
26. _______ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Bed making.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
BEDS

27. _______ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **The bread club.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
BREAD

28. _______ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Care of lamps.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
LAMPS

29. _______ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Care of range, fire and wood box.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
STOVES

30. _______ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Cleaning the cupboard and bread box.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CLEANING
31. 
________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Club member's growth record*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
HEALTH CLUBS

32. 
________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Dishwashing*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
DISHWASHING

33. 
________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Dusting and sweeping*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CLEANING

34. 
________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Girls' clubs; their organization and plans of work*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CLUBS

35. 
________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Guard the garbage can*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
GARBAGE
36. __________ n. author. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Serving the family meal*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ETIQUETTE

. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HEALTH CLUBS

38. __________ n. author. (1927) (Nov. 1927). *Poultry management; as portrayed by the Better Poultry Special*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY - MEAT

40. __________ n. author. (1936) (May 1936). *Play for health*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
RECREATION

41. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ASPARAGUS

42. 
_______ n. author. (1940) ( Sept. 1940). Sorghum field day, Sept. 18, 1940, Akron, Colorado. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SORGHUM

43. 
_______ n. author. (1941) ( Dec. 1941). Swine erysipelas. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SWINE ERYSIPELAS

44. 
_______ n. author. (1942) ( June 1942). Colorado sorghums for fattening hogs. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SORGHUM
SWINE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

45. 
. 17 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
   . 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

47. _______ n. author. (1942) (1942). *Increasing home vegetable gardening*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLE GARDENING

   . 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DAIRYING

   . 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SHEEP FARM MANAGEMENT

   . 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SWINE FARM MANAGEMENT

51.  
Turkey production. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 17 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TURKEY FARM MANAGEMENT

52.  
_______ n. author. (1942) (1942). Increasing vegetable production (commercial). Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 17 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLE GARDENING

53.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

MASTITIS

54.  
_______ n. author. (1942) (May 1942). One-act plays and readings. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 72 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PLAYS

55.  
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PREGNANCY DISEASE OF EWES
PREGNANCY TOXEMIA

56. ________ n. author. (1942) (Sept. 1942). *Progress report on wool baling*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WOOL

57. ________ n. author. (1942) (July 1942). *Steer feeding experiment; final feedlot data*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS


PLAYS

59. ________ n. author. (1943) (July 1943). *Colorado sorghums for fattening hogs*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SWINE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

60. ________ n. author. (1943) (May 1943). *Eastern Colorado feeds for wintering and fattening steers*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

61. n. author. (1943) (Apr. 1943). *A report on one year's study of the Middle Park hay problem.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - HAY
   CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

62. n. author. (1943) (Feb. 1943). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

63. n. author. (1943) (Mar. 1943). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

64. n. author. (1943) (Apr. 1943). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

65. n. author. (1943) (May 1943). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

66. _______ n. author. (1943) (June 1943). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

67. _______ n. author. (1943) (July 1943). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

68. _______ n. author. (1943) (Aug. 1943). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

69. _______ n. author. (1943) (Sept. 1943). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

70. _______ n. author. (1943) (Nov. 1943). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES

71. ______ n. author. (1943) (May 1943). *Swine feeding experiment*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   SWINE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

72. ______ n. author. (1943) (June 1943). *War-time feed conservation in cattle fattening; steer feeding experiment*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

73. ______ n. author. (1943) (June 1943). *War-time feed conservation in cattle fattening; steer feeding experiment*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - PROTEIN CONTENT
   CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS
75. n. author. (1944) (July 1944). *Spray schedule for apples and pears.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL, CONTROL FRUIT - DISEASES AND PESTS

76. n. author. (1944) (Jan. 1944). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES

77. n. author. (1944) (Feb. 1944). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES

78. n. author. (1944) (Apr. 1944). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES

79. n. author. (1944) (May 1944). *Spud notes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES

80. _______ n. author. (1944) (June 1944). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

81. _______ n. author. (1944) (July 1944). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

   5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

83. _______ n. author. (1944) (Sept. 1944). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES

84. _______ n. author. (1944) (Nov. 1944). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES


89. __________ n. author. (1945) (May 1945). *Spud notes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

90. _______ n. author. (1945) (June 1945). Spud notes. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

91. _______ n. author. (1945) (July 1945). Spud notes. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

93. _______ n. author. (1945) (Nov. 1945). Spud notes. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

   . 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES
POTATOES

95. 
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES

96. 
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LIVESTOCK - DISEASES AND PESTS

97. 
_______ O. G. Babcock. (1920) (Mar. 1920). Some poultry lice and mites found in Colorado. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - DISEASES AND PESTS

98. 

Butter.

99. 

Agricultural machinery -- Colorado -- Maintenance and repair.
100. 
. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FENCE POSTS

101. 
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FENCE POSTS

102. 
_______ C. A. Baker. (1917). Books for the farmer's wife. Fort Collins: Col. 12 p. 24 cm. Classified and annotated compiled by Charlotte A. Baker ...
Home economics -- Bibliography.
Country life -- Bibliography.

103. 
_______ F. E. Ball. (1924). Make the dairy pay; testing and handling milk and cream. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 60 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by Floyd E. Ball.
Dairy products -- Composition -- Economic aspects.
Dairy products -- Handling -- Economic aspects.

104. 
_______ F. E. Ball. (1924) (Dec. 1924). Make the dairy pay; testing and handling milk and cream. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 60 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
MILK - TESTING
105. _______ R. Barmington. (1942) (Apr. 1942). *Sugar beets and mechanized han (CHECK TITLE).* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SUGAR BEET MACHINERY

106. _______ M. A. Barmore. (1935). *Baking angel food cake at any altitude.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 15 p. (Mark Alfred)ill., map ; 23 cm.Cover title.by Mark A. Barmore.

Cake -- Colorado.

107. _______ M. A. Barmore. (1934). *The influence of chemical and physical factors on egg-white foams.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 58 p. (Mark Alfred)ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 54-58).Mark A. Barmore.

Eggbeaters.
Cookery (Meringue)

108. _______ M. A. Barmore. (1936). *The influence of various factors, including altitude, in the production of angel food cake.* Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 54 p. (Mark Alfred)ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 51-54).Mark A. Barmore.

Cake -- Colorado.


COOKERY, HIGH ALTITUDE

110. _______ G. A. Beach. (1934). *Flower gardens for Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 20 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by George A. Beach.
Flower gardening -- Colorado.

111. _______ G. A. Beach. (1936). *Grape growing in Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 14 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by George Beach.
   Grapes -- Colorado.

   Grapes -- Colorado.

113. _______ G. A. Beach. (1931). *Improvement of home grounds in Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 47 p. ill., plans ; 23 cm.by George Beach.
   Landscape gardening -- Colorado.

114. _______ G. A. Beach. (1938). *Improving Colorado home grounds : a guide for the home owner*. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 49 p. ill., plans ; 23 cm.Includes index.by George A. Beach.
   Landscape gardening -- Colorado.

115. _______ G. A. Beach. (1934). *A preliminary study of the fruiting habit of the black raspberry Rubis occidentalis*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 18 p. ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 15).by George A. Beach.
   Raspberries -- Flowering.

   . 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlers, 1965. Scanned 2005
   LAWNS
117. 
_______ G. A. Beach. (1934) (Mar. 1934). *A preliminary study of the fruiting habit of the black raspberry, Rubus occidentalis.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
   RASPBERRIES

118. 
_______ G. A. Beach. (1936) (Feb. 1936). *Lawns; planting and maintenance in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
   LAWNS

119. 
_______ G. A. Beach. (1937) (Mar. 1937). *Planting shrubs and lawns.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
   LANDSCAPE GARDENING

120. 
. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
   LANDSCAPE GARDENING

121. 
_______ G. A. Beach. (1938) (Mar. 1938). *Planting and maintaining Colorado lawns.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   Cabbage -- Colorado.
   Cabbage -- Irrigation -- Colorado.

   Potatoes -- Colorado.

   Vegetable gardening -- Colorado.

   Onions -- Colorado.

126. _______ E. Bertone. (1945) (Nov. 1945). A new zippered mesh bag adapted for use with the Wilson type fleece opener. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   WOOL HANDLING

   Celery -- Colorado.
128. 
A. M. Binkley. (1930). *The home vegetable garden*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 45 p. (Almond Madison) ill. ; 23 cm.A.M. Binkley.
Vegetable gardening -- Colorado.

129. 
Vegetables -- Planting -- Colorado.

130. 
. 51 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
VEGETABLE GARDENING

131. 
A. M. Binkley. (1934) ( Feb. 1934). *Celery production in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CELERY

132. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FERTILIZERS, COMMERCIAL
133. A. M. Binkley. (1937) (July 1937). *Fruit and vegetable fair exhibits.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FAIRS

. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BEANS, LIMA

135. A. M. Binkley. (1937) (July 1937). *Insect control from the standpoint of the horticulturist.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL, CONTROL

. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLE GARDENING; SAN LUIS VALLEY

. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
138. _______ A. M. Binkley. (1942) (June 1942). **Chlorosis in horticultural plants.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CHLOROSIS

139. _______ A. M. Binkley. (1942) (Jan. 1942). **Fourth annual Colorado Canners’ Conference.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COLORADO CANNER’S CONFERENCE

140. _______ A. M. Binkley. (1942) (Feb. 1942). **Herbaceous seasoning plants.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 9 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HERBS

141. _______ A. M. Binkley. (1942) (Mar. 1942). **Standard varieties of vegetables for Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLES - VARIETIES

142. _______ A. M. Binkley. (1942) (Feb. 1942). **Standard varieties of vegetables for Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
VEGETABLES - VARIETIES

143.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BEANS, LIMA

144.  
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   CARROTS

145.  
_______  A. M. Binkley. (1943) (Feb. 1943). *Notes on growing tomatoes in greenhouses*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   TOMATOES

146.  
_______  A. M. Binkley. (1943) (May 1943). *Plant vegetables late for storage and canning*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   VEGETABLE GARDENING

147.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   VEGETABLES - VARIETIES
148.  

1. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLE GARDENING

149.  
A. M. Binkley. (1944) (Apr. 1944). *See conversion from war to peace as promising era for trade*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

3. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HORTICULTURE AS A PROFESSION

150.  

4. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ONIONS - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD

TRACE ELEMENTS

151.  

4. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PLANTS - SOILLESS CULTURE

152.  
Alfalfa -- Colorado -- Seeds.

   Muskmelon -- Colorado.  
   Sugar beet -- Colorado.  
   Alfalfa -- Colorado.

   Muskmelon -- Breeding.

   Muskmelon -- Quality.  
   Muskmelon -- Seeds.

   Muskmelon -- Varieties -- Colorado.

   Muskmelon -- Colorado.

   Alfalfa -- Seeds.

   Alfalfa -- Diseases and pests -- Control -- Colorado.
Locusts -- Control -- Colorado.


Muskmelon -- Disease and pest resistance.


163. P. K. Blinn. (1911) (Dec. 1911). *Alfalfa; the relation of type to hardiness.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.


Field experiments -- Colorado.
   Peach -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
   Peach mosaic virus.

   2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   FRUIT - DISEASES AND PESTS

   1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   FRUIT - DISEASES AND PESTS

168. J. F. Brandon. (1943). *Field bean production without irrigation in Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Colorado State College. 22 p. (Joseph Franklin) ill. ; 23 cm. J. F. Brandon ... [et al.].
   Dry farming -- Colorado.
   Fava bean -- Colorado.

169. J. F. Brandon. (1932). *Proso or hog millet in Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 12 p. (Joseph Franklin) ill. ; 23 cm. by J. F. Brandon ... [et al.].
   Forage plants -- Colorado.

   Wind erosion -- Colorado.
Sorghum -- Colorado.

. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FORAGE PLANTS

Cattle trade -- United States.
Cattle trade -- Colorado.
Agricultural credit -- United States.
Agricultural credit -- Colorado.

174. C. I. Bray. (1925). *Sheep production in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 44 p. ill. ; 23 cm. by Chas. I. Bray.
Sheep -- Colorado.

. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LIVESTOCK
176. 
_______ C. I. Bray. (1921) (May 1921). **More silos and larger profits.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SILOS

177. 
_______ C. I. Bray. (1922) (Apr. 1922). **Beef production in Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 40 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CATTLE, BEEF

178. 
_______ C. I. Bray. (1922) (Sept. 1922). **Steer feeding in Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 39 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CATTLE - FEEDING

179. 
_______ C. I. Bray. (1923) (Oct. 1923). **Purebred sires and increased profits.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BREEDING

180. 
_______ C. I. Bray. (1925) (May 1925). **Purebred dairy sires produce profitable cows.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CATTLE BREEDING

181. C. M. Brose. (1888). *Experiments in apiary*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Experiment Station. 11 p. ; 23 cm. Cover title.[prepared by C. Max Brose].

Bee culture -- Colorado.


BEE CULTURE


Soil fertility -- Colorado.


Photography, Agricultural.

Color photography.

Soils -- Color.

185. L. A. Brown. (1944). *Land types in eastern Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Colorado State College. 45 p. (Lindsey Andrew)ill., maps ; 23 cm. + 1 col. map (folded)L.A. Brown ... [et al.].

Land capability for agriculture -- Colorado.

Land use, Rural -- Colorado.

Soils -- Colorado.

SOILS - COLORADO


SOIL SURVEYS

188. L. A. Brown. (1939) (Dec. 1939). *Type locations of soils that occur in eastern Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 33 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOIL SURVEYS


4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FRUIT TREES - PRUNING


29 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PLANT PROPAGATION


26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PLANT PROPAGATION


1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PEACHES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD


3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DEFICIENCY DISEASES IN PLANTS-PHOSPHORUS
PEARS - DISEASES AND PESTS


CHERRIES - PICKING


PEACHES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD


FERTILIZERS
PEACHES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD
200.  
26 P. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
RASPBERRIES

201.  
3 P. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
HORTICULTURE AS A PROFESSION

202.  
_________ B. C. Buffum and C. J. Griffith. (1902). *The feeding value of beet pulp; Feeding beet pulp and sugar beets to cows*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 24 p.; 23 cm. (Burt C.) Titles from cover by B.C. Buffum and C.J. Griffith.  
Dairy cattle -- Feeding and feeds.  
Beets as feed.

203.  
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.

204.  
Swine -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS


Cattle -- Feeding and feeds.
Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.
Feeds.

207. R. T. Burdick. (1944). *Buying a farm in Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Colorado State College. 15 p. (Raymond Terry)maps ; 23 cm.R.T. Burdick ... [et al.].

Agriculture -- Colorado.
Farm ownership -- Colorado -- Decision making.


Cattle -- Colorado.
Ranches -- Colorado.


Irrigation farming -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.
210. 
Sugar beet -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.

211. 
_______ R. T. Burdick. (1941). *Factors that affect sheep income*. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 27 p. ; 23 cm. (Raymond Terry) R.T. Burdick.  
Sheep -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.

212. 
Farm tenancy -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.

213. 
Cattle -- Economic aspects -- Colorado -- Jackson County.

214. 
Cattle -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.

215. 
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.  
Cattle -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

216. 
_______ R. T. Burdick, M. Reinholt and G. S. Klemmedson. (1928). *A study of ranch organization in eastern Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 61 p. (Raymond Terry) (Gunnar Sigesmund) ill. ; 23 cm. by
R.T. Burdick, Martin Reinholt, G.S. Klemmedson.
Ranches -- Colorado.

217. 
. 61 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CATTLE FARM MANAGEMENT

218. 
. 72 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FARM MANAGEMENT

219. 
. 61 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
RANGE MANAGEMENT

220. 
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LEASES
   . 43 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   SOIL CONSERVATION
   FARM SURVEYS

   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   CROPS - COSTS

   . 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   FARM MANAGEMENT

   . 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   FUR FARMING
225.  
  . 5 p.  Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965".  Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965.  Scanned 2005  
  FUR FARMING

226.  
  . 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965".  Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965.  Scanned 2005  
  FARM SURVEYS

227.  
  . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965".  Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965.  Scanned 2005  
  FORAGE PLANTS

228.  
  _______  R. T. Burdick. (1940) ( May 1940).  *Colorado Rehabilitation Farms; income and expense, 1938*.  Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
  . 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965".  Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965.  Scanned 2005  
  FARM SURVEYS
229.  
_______  R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Apr. 1941). **An analysis of farm records and accounts. I. Methods of keeping farm records. II. Some of the principles and problems involved in analyzing the cost of producing farm products.**  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 33 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM RECORDS

230.  
_______  R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Sept. 1941). **Colorado cattle and sheep ranches, western Colorado.**  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM SURVEYS

231.  
_______  R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Apr. 1941). **Colorado Rehabilitation Farms, income and expense. 1939.**  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM SURVEYS

232.  
_______  R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Apr. 1941). **The effects of lamb crop upon sheep sales.**  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SHEEP FARM MANAGEMENT
233. _______ R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Feb. 1941). *The importance of farm accounts*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerls, 1965. Scanned 2005

FARM RECORDS

234. _______ R. T. Burdick. (1941) (Sept. 1941). *Net returns from winter feeding cattle and lambs, northern Colorado, as shown by 30 years' feed-lot records*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerls, 1965. Scanned 2005

CATTLE - FEEDING
LAMBS - FEEDING


BOOK REVIEWS


SUGAR BEETS
237. 
   Pests.
   Agricultural pests.

238. 
   Amphibians -- Colorado.
   Reptiles -- Colorado.

239. 
   CITELLUS ELEGANS ELEGANS
   GROUND SQUIRRELS, WYOMING

240. 
W. L. Burnett. (1932) ( Mar. 1932). *The action of strychnine on the Wyoming ground squirrel (Citellus elegans elegans).* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   GROUND SQUIRRELS, WYOMING
   STRYCHNINE
   CITELLUS ELEGANS ELEGANS
241.  
_______ W. L. Carlye and G. E. Morton. (1909). *Carrying range steers through the winter; Sugar beets for fattening steers.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 15 p. (William Levi) (George Edwin) ill. ; 23 cm. Titles from cover. by W.L. Carlyle and G.E. Morton.  
Beef cattle -- Feeding and feeds.  
Sugar beet as feed.

242.  
Beef cattle -- Feeding and feeds.  
Sugar beet as feed.  
Grain as feed.  
Alfalfa as feed.

243.  
Beef cattle -- Feeding and feeds.  
Sugar beet as feed.  
Alfalfa as feed.  
Corn as feed.

244.  
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.  
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Equipment and supplies.

245.  
Swine -- Feeding and feeds. 

CATTLE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS
FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SUGAR BEETS

Surveying -- Study and teaching.
Engineering -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Seepage.
Irrigation -- Colorado.
Groundwater flow -- Colorado.
Stream measurements -- Colorado.
Colorado -- Water-supply.

249. L. G. Carpenter. (1910). *On the measurement and division of water.* Fort Collins: The Experiment Station. 42, 3 l. 8vo.
Irrigation.
Water -- Measurement.

Artesian wells -- Colorado.
Irrigation -- Colorado.

   Snow -- Colorado.
   Forest influences -- Colorado.

252. L. G. Carpenter. (1898). **Losses from canals from filtration or seepage.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 36 p. (Louis George)map ; 23 cm. Cover title./ Caption title: On the losses from canals from filtration or seepage.[by L.G. Carpenter].
   Irrigation canals and flumes -- Colorado.

253. L. G. Carpenter. (1894). **The measurement and division of water.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 42 p. (Louis George)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title./ Caption title: On the measurement and division of water./ "Third edition, revised, of bulletin no. 13"--Cover.[by L.G. Carpenter].
   Irrigation efficiency -- Colorado.
   Hydraulic measurements -- Colorado.

254. L. G. Carpenter. (1890). **The measurement and division of water.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 37 p. (Louis George)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title./ Caption title: On the measurement and division of water.[L.G. Carpenter].
   Irrigation efficiency -- Colorado.
   Hydraulic measurements -- Colorado.

255. L. G. Carpenter and R. E. Trimble. (1898). **Meteorology of 1897, with illustrations.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 71 p. (Louis George)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title.[by L.G. Carpenter and R.E. Trimble].
   Meteorology -- Colorado -- Statistics.
   Meteorological instruments.
   Colorado -- Climate.
256. L. G. Carpenter. (1911). *On the measurement and division of water.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 42, [6] p. (Louis George)ill.; 23 cm."First ... issued in October, 1890 ... Third edition, with additional tables ... issued as Bulletin 27 in 1894."/ "June, 1911."by L.G. Carpenter.
   Irrigation water -- Measurement.
   Irrigation water -- Colorado -- Measurement.
   Weirs.

257. L. G. Carpenter. (1893). *Preliminary report on the duty of water.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 32 p. (Louis George)ill., map; 23 cm. Cover title.[by L.G. Carpenter].
   Irrigation efficiency -- Colorado.

258. L. G. Carpenter. (1911). *Seepage and return waters: detailed measurements, the Cache La Poudre.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 2 v.; 23 cm. (Louis George)Cover title./ Issued in two parts.by L.G. Carpenter.
   Irrigation water -- Colorado -- Return flow.
   Stream measurements -- Colorado.

   Irrigation water -- Colorado -- Return flow.
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   METEOROLOGY
261. 
SEWING

262. 
SEWING

263. 
COOKERY

264. 
SEWING

265. 
_______ C. E. a. M. E. S. Carpenter. (1918) (Aug. 1918). Girls' cooking club, second year. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and


270. W. M. Case. (1932) (Sept. 1932). *Home storage of vegetables*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and

**COOKERY - VENISON**


Insect pests -- Colorado.
Insecticides -- Colorado.


Sugar beet -- Colorado.
Potatoes -- Colorado.

274. J. Cassidy. (1888). *Potatoes and tobacco.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Experiment Station. 26 p.; 22 cm. Cover title.[by James Cassidy].

Potatoes -- Colorado -- Field experiments.
Tobacco -- Colorado -- Field experiments.


Grasses -- Colorado -- Identification.
Grasses -- Colorado -- Analysis.

276. J. Cassidy and D. O'Brine. (1890). *Some Colorado grasses and their chemical analysis, 1889.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 151 p. ill.; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes index.[by James Cassidy and David O'Brine].
Grasses -- Colorado -- Analysis.
Grasses -- Varieties -- Colorado.
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POTATOES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD
TOBACCO - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD

278. _______ J. a. D. O. B. Cassidy. (1889) (July 1889). *Alfalfa; its growth, composition, digestibility, etc.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALFALFA


. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TOBACCO

280. _______ C. F. Clark. (1921). *Report of potato investigations.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 34 p. (Charles Frederick)ill. ; 23 cm."By the United States Department of Agriculture at the Greeley, Colorado, experiment station in cooperation with the county commissioners of Weld County and the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station"--Cover.by Charles F. Clark.

Potatoes -- Colorado -- Field experiments.
281.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SILOS

282.  
. 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DAIRYING

283.  
. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SWINE FARM MANAGEMENT

284.  
. 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LIVESTOCK - MARKETING, COOPERATIVE

285.  
. 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
286.  
. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
HORSES

287.  
. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SHEEP FARM MANAGEMENT

288.  
. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SILOS

289.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM MANAGEMENT  
SILAGE
290. 
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DRY FARMING

291. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DAIRYING

292. 
_______ D. P. Click. (1941) (Feb. 1941). *Bacteria and disinfectants.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATO BACTERIAL RING ROT

293. 

Groundwater -- Colorado.
Irrigation -- Colorado.
Wells -- Colorado.

294. 

Irrigation -- Colorado -- Costs.
   Irrigation -- Colorado -- Costs.

   Irrigation pumps.

   Groundwater -- Colorado -- Prospect Valley.
   Water-supply -- Colorado -- Prospect Valley.

   Irrigation pumps -- Colorado.

   Groundwater -- Colorado.
   Irrigation -- Colorado.
   Groundwater -- South Platte River Valley (Colo. and Neb.)
   Irrigation -- South Platte River Valley (Colo. and Neb.)
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   PUMPING

IRRIGATION


IRRIGATION WATER - MEASUREMENT


Farm life -- Colorado.


Children -- Employment -- Colorado.
Agricultural laborers -- Colorado.

Folsom points.
Lindenmeier Site (Colo.)
Colorado -- Antiquities.
306. 
________ R. G. Coffin, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. (1928-1950?). Records of minerals collected from Larimer County for use in type mineral collection of Colorado Agricultural College, with notes on location and occurrence. Colorado? s.n.: 28 leaves ; 28 cm. Title from cover./ Carbon of typescript.by Roy F. Coffin.

Mines and mineral resources -- Colorado -- Larimer County.

307. 
________ O. H. Coleman and D. W. Robertson. (1938). Preliminary report on inheritance of differential ability of inbred lines of sudan grass to produce HCN. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 8 p. (David Wield)ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references.O.H. Coleman and D.W. Robertson.

Sudan grass -- Toxicology.
Hydrocyanic acid.

308. 
________ M. G. Collopy. (1924) ( Feb. 1924). The meal preparation club; first-year food work. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY

309. 

. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY - MILK

310. 
________ M. Collopy. (1925) ( Nov. 1925). Planning the family meal. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

MENUS
311.

______ M. Collopy. (1925) (Nov. 1925). **Salads.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SALADS

312.

______ M. Collopy. (1925) (Nov. 1925). **Sandwiches.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SANDWICHES

313.

______ M. Collopy. (1925) (Nov. 1925). **Serving in large quantities; menus and recipes for serving fifty guests.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY

MENUS

314.

______ M. Collopy. (1925) (Nov. 1925). **Simple desserts.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DESSERTS
315.
_______ M. Collopy. (1925) (Nov. 1925). **Vegetables for every day.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY - VEGETABLES

316.
_______ M. Collopy. (1928) (June 1928). **A story of the Pikes Peak farmers' camp and conference.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PIKES PEAK FARMERS CAMP

317.
_______ Colorado and State Board of Agriculture. (1894). **Laws relating to the State Board of Agriculture, the State Agricultural College and the Agricultural Experiment Stations of Colorado : in force August 1st, 1894.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Courier Printing & Pub. Co. Printers. 58 p. ; 23 cm. compiled by authority and under the direction of the State Board of Agriculture.

Agricultural education -- Law and legislation -- Colorado.

Agricultural laws and legislation -- Colorado.

Colorado. State Board of Agriculture.

Colorado State Agricultural College.

Colorado. Agricultural Experiment Station.

318.
_______ Colorado and State Dairy Commission. (1927). **Testing and handling milk and cream.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 48 p. ill. ; 23 cm. State Dairy Commission staff.

Dairy products -- Handling.

Dairy products -- Composition.

319.

Agriculture -- Experimentation.
320.
_______ Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. Extension Service. (1930). **Colorado tax problems.** Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 32 p. incl. illus. 23 cm.

321.
_______ Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College of Pure-Bred Livestock. (1918). **Colorado livestock breeders directory.** Fort Collins: Colo.] Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Breeders of Pure-Bred Livestock. 80 p. 19 cm.
Livestock breeders -- Colorado -- Directories.

322.

323.
_______ Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station and Bulletin. (1887-1934). [**Bulletins on engineering subjects**]. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station. ill., maps ; 24 cm. Spine title./ Selected Bulletins and Technical bulletins from the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station dealing with engineering./ Includes bibliographical references. Agricultural engineering. Agriculture.

324.
_______ Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station. (1908). **The Plains.** Author: 1 v. Bulletin No. 123.

325.
_______ Colorado State Agricultural College. (1916). **Colorado Farmers' Congress and farmers' and housekeepers' short courses and affiliated farmers' meetings : seventh annual session, January 3-8, 1916.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Agricultural College. 9 p. ; ill., 23 cm. Program of the seventh session of the Colorado Farmers' Congress. "Series 15, number 7."
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Congresses. Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colorado. Agriculture -- Colorado -- Societies, etc.
Colorado Farmers' Congress.

326. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Congresses. 
Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colorado. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Societies, etc. 
Colorado Farmers' Congress.

327. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Congresses. 
Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colorado. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Societies, etc. 
Colorado Farmers' Congress.

328. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Congresses. 
Agriculture -- Economic aspects -- Colorado. 
Agriculture -- Colorado -- Societies, etc. 
Colorado Farmers' Congress.

329. 
________ Colorado State College of Agriculture, Mechanic Arts. Dept. of Range and Pasture Management. (1940-1949?). *Range management handbook, 1940-41*. Fort Collins, Colo.: s.n. 1 v. (various pagings); 29 cm. Cover title./Mimeographed./Includes bibliographical references. 
Range management. 
Grasses. 
Forage plants.

County agricultural agents.
Agricultural extension work -- Colorado.

331. Colorado State University. (1945). *Farms, ranches and railroads; radio reports on Rocky Mountain industrial resources. Excerpts from the Saturday stock show.* Denver: 30 p. presented under the auspices of Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College and the Rocky Mountain Radio Council; broadcast by station KOA, Denver, Colorado.


Agricultural education -- Colorado.

333. F. C. E. S. Colorado. State Agricultural College. (1925). *Record of Extension work in farm management, 1913-1925.* s.l. s.n.: [3], 82 l. 28 cm. Typescript as reported by Extension specialists.

Farm management -- Colorado.
Agricultural extension work -- Colorado.


Livestock -- Colorado.
Agricultural extension work -- Colorado.


Health education.
Home economics -- Study and teaching.

336. V. M. Cone. (1917). *Divisors: for the measurement of irrigation water*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 52 p. (Victor Mann) ill. ; 23 cm. by V.M. Cone.
   Irrigation water -- Measurement -- Equipment and supplies.

   Frictional resistance (Hydrodynamics)
   Irrigation canals and flumes -- Colorado.

   Irrigation farming -- Colorado.
   Irrigation farming -- San Luis Valley (Colo. and N.M.)

339. W. W. Cooke. (1900). *The birds of Colorado*. Denver: Smith-Brooks Print. Co. 3 pts. in 1 v. 24 cm. No. 3 has imprint: Fort Collins. Colo., Pub. by the Experiment Station. by W.S. Cooke ...
   Birds -- Colorado.

   Birds -- Colorado.

   Barley -- Colorado.

   Birds -- Colorado.
343.  
______ W. W. Cooke. (1900). *The birds of Colorado: a second appendix to bulletin no. 37*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. p. 180-239 ; 23 cm. Cover title./ "Technical series no. 5"--Cover./ Pagination is a continuation of Bulletins 37 and 44./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-189) and index.by W.W. Cooke. 
   Birds -- Colorado.

344.  
   [W.W. Cooke].
   Cattle -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

345.  
   Field experiments -- Colorado.

346.  
   Field experiments -- Colorado.
   Vegetable gardening -- Colorado.

347.  
   Field experiments -- Colorado.
   Tomatoes -- Colorado.
348.  

Birds -- Colorado.

349.  
W. W. Cooke. (1899). *Pasturing sheep on alfalfa; Raising early lambs*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 32 p.; 23 cm. Titles from cover. by W.W. Cooke.

Alfalfa as feed.
Sheep -- Feeding and feeds.
Lambs.

350.  

Sheep -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

351.  

Sugar beet -- Colorado.

352.  
W. W. Cooke and W. P. Headden. (1898). *Sugar beets in Colorado in 1897*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 64 p. ill.; 23 cm. by W.W. Cooke and Wm. P. Headden.

Sugar beet -- Colorado.

353.  

Sugar beet -- Colorado.
354.  
. 23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SUGAR BEETS

355.  
. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LAMBS
SHEEP - FEEDING

356.  
W. W. Cooke. (1900) (May 1900). The birds of Colorado; a second appendix to Bulletin no. 37. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 52 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
BIRDS

357.  
Taxation -- Colorado. 
Agriculture -- Taxation -- Colorado.
358.  
_______ F. L. Cooper. (1926) (June 1926). **Septic tanks for farm sewage disposal.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEPTIC TANKS

359.  
_______ F. L. Cooper. (1926) (June 1926). **The tent fly trap.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FLIES - CONTROL

360.  
_______ F. L. Cooper. (1927) (June 1927). **Water systems for Colorado farm homes.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
WATER SUPPLY

361.  
_______ C. L. Corkins. (1921) (1921). **Grasshopper control.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
GRASSHOPPERS - CONTROL

362.  
_______ C. L. Corkins. (1923) (June 1923). **Grasshopper control in Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
GRASSHOPPERS - CONTROL

. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
GRASSHOPPERS - CONTROL

364. _______ C. L. Corkins. (1925) (May 1925). Value of the tergite preceding the supra-anal plate in the classification of male acridinae (orthop-tera). Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
ACRIDINAE

. 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
RANGE MANAGEMENT

. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CATTLE, BEEF
RANGE MANAGEMENT

368.  
Farm produce -- Colorado.

369.  
Dry farming -- Colorado.

370.  
Swine -- Colorado.

371.  
Locusts -- Control -- Colorado.

372.  
C. S. Crandall. (1898). *Blight and other plant diseases*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 21 p.; 23 cm. (Charles Spencer)by C.S. Crandall.
Plant diseases.

373.  
Plum -- Colorado.

374.  
Fruit-culture -- Colorado.
Fruit -- Varieties -- Colorado.

375.  
**Strawberries**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 27 p.; 23 cm. (Charles Spencer)Cover title.by C.S. Crandall and C.H. Potter. 
Strawberries -- Colorado. 
Strawberries -- Varieties -- Colorado.

376.  
**Colorado weeds**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
WEEDS

377.  
_______ C. S. Crandall. (1894) (Sept. 1894).  
**The Russian thistle**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
RUSSIAN THISTLES

378.  
**Strawberries**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 
STRAWBERRIES - VARIETIES

379.  
**Building conditions at the Colorado state institutions of higher learning**. Fort Collins: Col. Colorado Agricultural College. 59 p. 28 cm. bound to 30 cm. "Prepared by Ralph L. Crosman." 
Universities and colleges -- Colorado.
380. _______ F. a. H. S. W. Cross, 0. C. Ufford. (1941) (July 1941). *Controlling diseases and parasites of poultry.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   Poultry - Diseases and Pests

381. _______ G. A. Cumings. (1923). *Methods of handling hay in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 39 p. (Glenn Arthur)ill. ; 23 cm.by G.A. Cumings.
   Hay -- Handling -- Colorado.

   Forage plants -- Colorado.

   . 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   Foxtail Millet
   Setaria italica

384. _______ L. B. Daniels. (1941). *Colorado potato pests.* Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 28 p. ill. ; 23 cm.Includes bibliographical references (p. 28).Leslie B. Daniels.
   Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

385. _______ L. B. Daniels. (1937). *Controlling Colorado potato pests.* Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 35 p. ill. ; 23 cm.Includes bibliographical references (p. 35).Leslie B. Daniels.
Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

386. 
_______ L. B. Daniels. (1933). *Potato flea-beetle control*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. Includes bibliographical references (p. 34). by L.B. Daniels.
  - Flea-beetles -- Control -- Colorado.
  - Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Control -- Colorado.

387. 
  - Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Control.
  - Jumping plant-lice -- Control.

388. 
_______ L. B. Daniels. (1941) (Feb. 1941). *New information on the use of potato sprayers*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
  - 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

389. 
  - 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

390. 
_______ L. B. Daniels. (1944) (Jan. 1944). *Insect transmission testing with the peach mosaic virus for 1934*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
  - 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   PEACH MOSAIC


   FURNITURE - REFINISHING

   RUGS

   WATER SUPPLY
396.  
15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CLOTHING AND DRESS

397.  
________ J. L. Deen. (1945) (Nov. 1945). Colorado forests can supply jobs. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FORESTS AND FORESTRY - COLORADO

398.  
________ J. L. Deen. (1945) (June 1945). The second mile up is forested. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FORESTS AND FORESTRY - COLORADO

399.  
Grain -- Dormancy.

400.  
________ G. W. Deming. (1943) (Apr. 1943). Eight observations on segmented seed. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SUGAR BEETS - SEED
401. 
_______ G. W. Deming. (1945) (Mar. 1945). *Saving a reduced stand of sugar beets vs. replanting*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SUGAR BEETS

402. 
_______ H. C. Dickey. (1941) (Jan. 1941). *Beet tops for dairy cattle*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SUGAR BEETS
SUGAR BEETS - SILAGE

403. 
_______ H. C. Dickey. (1943) (Jan. 1943). *Beet tops for dairy cattle*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SUGAR BEETS
SUGAR BEETS - SILAGE

404. 
_______ E. A. Dilts. (1921). *General index to Colorado Experiment Station publications : bulletins 1-249, press bulletins 1-58, reports 1-31*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 69 p.; 23 cm. compiled by Arlene Dilts.

Agriculture -- Colorado -- Periodicals -- Indexes.
Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station -- Periodicals -- Indexes.

405. 
Grain -- Cooperative marketing -- Colorado.

406.  
Alfalfa -- Composition.

407.  
_______ C. M. Drage. (1944) ( Apr. 1944). **You and your garden; Colorado 4-H Manual.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
VEGETABLE GARDENING

408.  
Dangerous plants -- Colorado.  
Poisonous plants -- Colorado.  
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

409.  
_______ L. W. Durrell and E. L. LeClerg. (1927). **Common diseases of Colorado truck crops.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 27 p. (Lawrence Wood)(Erwin Louis)ill. ; 23 cm.by L.W. Durrell and E.L. LeClerg.  
Vegetables -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

410.  
Weeds -- Colorado.  
Lawns -- Weed control -- Colorado.
411.  
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.  
Dangerous plants -- Colorado.  
Poisonous plants -- Colorado.

412.  
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

413.  
Livestock poisoning plants.

414.  
Grain -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.  
Smut diseases -- Colorado.

415.  

BARBERRIES  
BERBERIS VULGARIS  
PUCCINIA GRAMINIS TRITICI  
WHEAT RUSTS - STEM RUST
   FRUIT - DISEASES AND PESTS

   Silage -- Colorado.
   Silos -- Colorado.

   Weeds -- Colorado -- Seeds.

   Seeds -- Dispersal.
   Weeds -- Seeds.
   Irrigation.

   FARM SURVEYS
421.
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
PEACHES - MARKETING

422.
_______ A. W. Epp. (1942) (June 1942). *These ideas help increase needed grain storage space*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
GRAIN - STORAGE

423.
_______ B. W. Fairbanks. (1922) (June 1922). *The dairy heifer and her calf*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CALVES
COWS

424.
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
COWS; CALVES

425.
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
426. 

427. 

428. 

429. 
_______ C. W. a. B. F. Ferguson. (1943) ( May 1943). *4-H club ceremonies and rituals*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

430. 
FOUL BROOD


Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

Potatoes -- Colorado.

432. ________ C. L. Fitch. (1910). Productiveness and degeneracy of the Irish potato: preliminary studies mostly within the Pearl variety. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 16 p. (Charles Luther) ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title.by C.L. Fitch.

Potatoes -- Varieties -- Colorado.


Potatoes -- Colorado.

Potato leafroll disease.


. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

GAMES


Windbreaks, shelterbelts, etc. -- Colorado.

Tree planting -- Colorado.

436. ________ J. C. Foster. (1934). Statistical methods of analysis applied to the feedlot gains of lambs. Fort Collins; Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 27 p. ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 27).by James C. Foster.
Lambs -- Feed utilization efficiency.

437. 
_______ D. W. Frear. (1914). *The botany, history, composition, economics and uses of Colorado field crops: a manuscript submitted to the requirements of the subject of field crops pursued as the minor for the degree of Master of Science to be granted June, 1915.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado agricultural college. v.

438. 
_______ W. R. Freeman. (1929) (May 1929). *Boys' and girls' 4-H club work; what it is.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

439. 

440. 

441. 
_______ P. R. Frey. (1945) (June 1945). *Anomalies observed in the determination of vitamin A and carotene in liver.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
442. ______ W. E. Fyke. (1941) (Feb. 1941). *Progress in investigations on cooking quality of potatoes in the Colorado Experiment Station*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES - COOKING TESTS


POULTRY HOUSES

444. ______ J. J. Gardner. (1917). *Harvesting and storing vegetables for home use*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 7 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by J.J. Gardner.

Vegetables -- Harvesting.
Vegetables -- Storage.


Soils -- Nitrogen content -- Arkansas River Valley.
Soils -- Nitrogen content -- Colorado.


Sugar beet -- Nutrition.
447.  
   
   Soils -- Sodium content -- Colorado.
   Soils -- Calcium content -- Colorado.
   Soils -- Magnesium content -- Colorado.

448.  
   
   Sugar beet -- Soils.
   Soil fertility -- Colorado.

449.  
   
   Crops and soils.
   Soil erosion.

450.  
   
   Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   
   VEGETABLES - STORAGE

451.  
   
   Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SOILS, SLICK

   . 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FERTILIZERS

   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING

   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING

   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING

   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FUR FARMING


2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING
FOXES - DISEASES AND PESTS


1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING


1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING

460. F. X. Gassner. (1943) (Jan. 1943). *The experimental fur unit at the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FUR FARMING

461. C. P. Gillette and Maine Agricultural Experiment Station. (1913). *The potato flea beetle*. Orono: s.n. 7 p. (Clarence Preston)ill. ; 23 cm. At head of title: Maine. Agricultural experiment station, Orono, Maine.

Potato flea-beetle.
Flea-beetles.
Potatoes -- Diseases and pests.

462.

Bee culture -- Colorado.

463.
_______ C. P. Gillette. (1898). **Colorado Lepidoptera ; A few new species of Deltocephalus and Athysanus from Colorado ; A list of original types, etc., in collection.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 31 p. (Clarence Preston)ill. ; 23 cm. This bulletin is also no. 3 of its "Technical series."[Clarence P. Gillette].

Lepidoptera -- Colorado.
Leafhoppers -- Colorado.

464.
_______ C. P. Gillette. (1898). **Colorado's worst insect pests and their remedies.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 61 p., [3] p. of plates. (Clarence Preston)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title. [by Clarence P. Gillette].

Insect pests -- Colorado.
Insect pests -- Control -- Colorado.

465.
_______ C. P. Gillette. (1893). **A few common insect pests.** Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 16 p. (Clarence Preston)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title. [by C.P. Gillette].

Insect pests -- Colorado.

466.

Aphididae -- Colorado.
Trees -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

467.
_______ C. P. Gillette. (1906). **Insects and insecticides.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 46 p. (Clarence Preston)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title by C.P. Gillette.

Insect pests -- Colorado.
Insecticides -- Colorado.
   Insect pests -- Colorado.
   Insecticides -- Colorado.

   Insect pests -- Colorado.
   Insecticides -- Colorado.

   Insect pests -- Colorado.

471. C. P. Gillette and C. F. Baker. (1895). *A preliminary list of the Hemiptera of Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 137 p. (Clarence Preston) (Charles Fuller) ill. ; 24 cm. This bulletin is also No. 1 of its "Technical series."/ Amer. Ent. Soc./ Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. [5-7]). by C. P. Gillette and Carl [i.e. Charles] F. Baker.
   Hemiptera -- Colorado.

472. C. P. Gillette. (1897). *Sheep scab ; A few insect enemies of the orchard*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 40 p. (Clarence Preston) ill. ; 23 cm. Titles from cover [Clarence P. Gillette].
   Fruit -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
   Scabies in sheep.
473. C. P. Gillette. (1891). Two insect pests: the codling moth and the grape-vine leaf-hopper. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 22 p. (Clarence Preston) ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title.[by C.P. Gillette].
- Codling moth.
- Codling moth -- Control.
- Grape leaf-hopper.
- Grape leaf-hopper -- Control.

- HEMIPTERA

475. C. P. Gillette. (1898) (Mar. 1898). Colorado Lepidoptera. II. A few new species of Deltocoephalus and Athysanus from Colorado. III. A list of original types, etc., in collection. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
- HEMIPTERA
- LEPIDOPTERA

- ANABRUS SIMPLEX HALD
- MORMON CRICKETS
APHIDIDAE
PLANT LICE - CONTROL

Cattle -- Diseases -- Colorado.
Edema.

Cattle -- Diseases -- Colorado.
Edema.

Poisonous plants -- Colorado.
Botany -- Colorado.
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

Swine -- Diseases.
Hog cholera.
482. 
Delphinium -- Colorado. 
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

483. 
_______ G. H. Glover. (1923). *Necrobacillosis*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 12 p. ill. ; 23 cm. by Geo. H. Glover. 
Livestock -- Diseases. 
Actinomycetes.

484. 
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado. 
Milkweeds.

485. 
Tuberculosis. 
Tuberculosis in cattle. 
Tuberculin test -- Colorado.

486. 
Sheep -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado. 
Sheep -- Losses -- Colorado.


492.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BLACKLEG

493.  
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   SWINE - DISEASES AND PESTS

494.  
_______ G. H. Glover. (1921) ( June 1921). Abortion disease of cattle. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BRUCELLOSIS IN CATTLE

495.  
_______ G. H. Glover. (1921) ( June 1921). Prevention of blackleg. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BLACKLEG

496.  
_______ G. H. Glover. (1921) ( June 1921). Prevention of some hog diseases. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SWINE - DISEASES AND PESTS

497.
_______  G. H. Glover. (1933) ( June 1933). Abortion disease of cattle. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BRUCELLOSIS IN CATTLE

498.
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CHRYSANTHEMUM CINERARIAEFOLIUM
PYRETHRUM

499.
. 29 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CHRYSANTHEMUM CINERARIAEFOLIUM
PYRETHRUM

500.
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HEATING
THERMOSTATS
501. 
_______ N. E. c. Goldthwaite. (1925). *Potatoes from the housekeeper's standpoint*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 32 p. (Nellie Esther)ill. ; 23 cm.by N.E. Goldthwaite.  
Cookery (Potatoes)  
Potatoes.

502. 
Cookery (Bread)

503. 
_______ N. E. c. Goldthwaite. (1925). *Principles of making fruit-jellies*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Issued from the Home Economics Research Laboratory of the Experiment Station Colorado Agricultural College. 27 p. (Nellie Esther)ill. ; 23 cm.by N.E. Goldthwaite.  
Jelly.

504. 
Potatoes -- Colorado -- Composition.

505. 
Calcareous soils -- Colorado.  
Soils -- Phosphorus content -- Colorado.  
Electrodialysis.

32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - PHOSPHOROUS CONTENT
SOILS - TESTING
SOILS, CALCAREOUS

507. R. M. Green, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. (1945). *A statement on problems of the state of Colorado in agriculture.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Green. 5 leaves; 28 cm. by Roy M. Green, President Colorado A & M College.

Agriculture -- Colorado.


Apples -- Processing.
Apples -- Quality.

509. F. M. Green. (1942) (May 1942). *Tree-fruit variety trials, fruit substation, Austin, Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FRUIT - VARIETIES


Muskmelon -- Colorado.
511.  
_______ H. H. Griffin. (1902). *Feeding beet pulp to lambs*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 10 p.; 23 cm. Cover title by H.H. Griffin.
   Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.
   Beets as feed.

512.  
_______ H. H. Griffin. (1902). *Pasture grasses ; Leguminous crops ; Cantaloupe blight*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 14 p.; 23 cm. Titles from cover by H.H. Griffin.
   Legumes -- Colorado.
   Muskmelon -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
   Pastures -- Colorado.

513.  
   Tomatoes -- Colorado.
   Tomato industry -- Colorado.

514.  
   LANDSCAPE GARDENING

515.  
   INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL, CONTROL; GREENHOUSE PESTS - CONTROL

. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - TESTING


. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CARNATIONS

518. H. C. Hanson. (1931). *Factors influencing the establishment of irrigated pastures in northern Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 53 p. (Herbert Christian)ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 52-53).

Pastures -- Irrigation -- Colorado, northern.
Pasture ecology -- Colorado, northern.

519. H. C. Hanson. (1928). *Revegetation of waste range land.* Fort Collins: Colorado Experiment Station Botany Section. 9 p. (Herbert Christian)ill. ; 23 cm.

Rangelands -- Revegetation -- Colorado.

520. H. C. Hanson, L. D. Love and M. S. Morris. (1931). *Effects of different systems of grazing by cattle upon a western wheat-grass type of range near Fort Collins, Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 82 p. (Herbert Christian)ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 81-82).

Range plants -- Colorado -- Fort Collins Region.
Grazing.
521. _______. H. C. Hanson. (1930). *Pastures for spring and fall grazing in mountains of Colorado*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 12 p. (Herbert Christian)ill. ; 23 cm.by Herbert C. Hanson.
  Grazing -- Colorado.
  Pastures -- Colorado.

522. _______. H. C. Hanson. (1929). *Range resources of the San Luis Valley*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 61 p. (Herbert Christian)ill., map ; 23 cm.Includes bibliographical references (p. 60-61).by Herbert C. Hanson.
  Rangelands -- San Luis Valley (Colo. and N.M.)
  Rangelands -- Colorado.

523. _______. H. C. Hanson. (1928). *Revegetation of waste range land*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 9 p. (Herbert Christian)ill. ; 23 cm.by Herbert C. Hanson.
  Rangelands -- Revegetation -- Colorado.

  . 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005
  ARTEMISIA
  SAGEBRUSH

  Grasses -- Colorado -- Identification.


530. M. M. Haynes. (1917) (Dec. 1917). *Home curing of meats and their preparation*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and

COOKERY - MEAT


FOOD CONSERVATION

533. _______ M. M. Haynes. (1920) (June 1920). *The supplementary hot dish in the rural school*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SCHOOL LUNCHES


- Atriplex semibaccata -- Composition.
- Atriplex semibaccata as feed.


Fruit -- Effect of arsenic on.


Hay as feed -- Colorado.

   Irrigation -- Colorado.
   Irrigation water -- Colorado -- Composition.

543. _______ W. P. Headden. (1912). *Deterioration in the quality of sugar beets due to nitrates formed in the soil*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 179 p. ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title. by Wm. P. Headden.
   Nitrates.
   Sugar beet -- Colorado -- Quality.

   Soil air -- Composition.
   Crop rotation.

545. _______ W. P. Headden. (1927). *Effects of nitrates on composition of the potato*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 96 p. ill. ; 23 cm. by Wm. P. Headden.
   Plants -- Effect of nitrates on.
   Potatoes -- Composition.

546. _______ W. P. Headden. (1924). *The effects of nitrates on the composition of the potato*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 32 p. ; 23 cm. by William P. Headden.
   Plants -- Effect of nitrates on.
   Potatoes -- Composition.

547. _______ W. P. Headden. (1905). *How can we maintain the fertility of our Colorado soils?* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 16 p. ; 23 cm. Cover title. by William P. Headden.
   Soil fertility -- Colorado.
548. 
   Irrigation -- Colorado.

549. 
_______ W. P. Headden. (1910). *Nitrates in the soil: an explanation of so-called "Black Alkali" or "Brown Spots"*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 8 p. ; 23 cm. Cover title.by Wm. P. Headden.
   Soils -- Colorado -- Composition.
   Nitrates.

550. 
_______ W. P. Headden. (1923). *A peculiar soil condition in the San Luis Valley*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 15 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by Wm. P. Headden.
   Soils -- Colorado.
   Soils -- San Luis Valley (Colo. and N.M.)

551. 
_______ W. P. Headden. (1918). *The properties of Colorado wheat*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 31 p. ; 23 cm. by W.P. Headden.
   Wheat -- Colorado.

552. 
   Sugar beet -- Soils -- Colorado.

553. 
   Sugar beet -- Soils -- Colorado.

554. 
   Soils -- Colorado.
555. 
Groundwater -- Colorado.

556. 
_______  W. P. Headden. (1897). *A study of alfalfa and some other hays*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 34 p.; 23 cm. [Wm. P. Headden].
Alfalfa.
Hay.

557. 
Wheat -- Colorado.

558. 
Wheat -- Colorado.

559. 
Wheat -- Colorado.

560. 
Wheat -- Colorado.

561. 
Wheat -- Colorado.
562.  
__________ W. P. Headden. (1901). *Sugar beets: a résumé of the work done by the agricultural experiment station of Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 31 p.; 23 cm. Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references and index.by William P. Headden. 

Sugar beet -- Colorado -- Field experiments.

563.  

Rivers -- Colorado.  
Hydrology -- Colorado.  
Hydrology -- San Luis Valley (Colo. and N.M.)  
Rio Grande.

564.  

Wheat -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

565.  
__________ W. P. Headden. (1901) (Apr. 1901). *Sugar beets; a resume of the work done by the Agricultural Experiment Station of Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

SUGAR BEETS

566.  
__________ W. P. Headden. (1906) (May 1906). *Alfalfa; a synopsis of Bulletin no. 35*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

ALFALFA
567. W. P. Headden. (1906) (Apr. 1906). *Alfalfa; results obtained at the Colorado Experiment Station.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALFALFA

. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ATRIPLEX SEMIBACCATA
AUSTRALIAN SALTBUSH
RUSSIAN THISTLES - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WATER, ALKALINE
FLUMES, CONCRETE

. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

MANURES - EXPERIMENTS, LABORATORY

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

572. _______ W. P. Headden. (1911) (June 1911). *The fixation of nitrogen in some Colorado soils; a further study*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 96 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

573. _______ W. P. Headden. (1913) (May 1913). *The fixation of nitrogen in Colorado soils; the distribution of the nitrates and their relation to the alkalis*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 47 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

574. _______ W. P. Headden. (1917) (Oct. 1917). *Black Alkali in the San Luis Valley*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS, ALKALI

575. _______ W. P. Headden. (1918) (May 1918). *Alkalis in Colorado, Including nitrates*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 58 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
576. _______ W. P. Headden. (1918) (July 1918). *Emmer flour; a substitute for wheat flour*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

EMMER FLOUR

577. _______ W. P. Headden. (1918) (July 1918). *A study of Colorado wheat; a resume of Bulletins Nos. 205, 208, 217, 219, 237, and 244*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WHEAT

578. _______ W. P. Headden. (1921) (Feb. 1921). *The fixation of nitrogen in Colorado soils; a study of the Wellington district, Larimer County, Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

579. _______ W. P. Headden. (1921) (July 1921). *Titanium, barium, strontium and lithium in certain plants*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PLANTS, MINERAL CONTENT
580. W. P. Headden. (1922) (May 1922). *Fixation of nitrogen in Colorado soils; occurrence of nitrates on rocks.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

581. W. P. Headden. (1924) (Dec. 1924). *Some orchard conditions affected by arsenicals, marls and other factors.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT

582. W. P. Headden. (1925) (Nov. 1925). *The nitrate question in Colorado: a review for the farmer.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT


CROPS AND SOILS
584.  
   . 77 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   CROPS AND SOILS

585.  
   . 39 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   CROPS AND SOILS

586.  
   . 57 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   COUNTY GOVERNMENT

587.  
   _______ G. R. Henderson. (1932) (July 1932). *Methods of lowering pork production costs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
   . 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   SWINE FARM MANAGEMENT

588.  
   _______ G. Henderson. (1934) (Oct. 1934). *Short cuts to the hog market.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
   . 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
589. 
G. R. Henderson. (1936) (June 1936). *Organized recreation and planned programs*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

RECREATION

590. 
. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATO CUTTERS

591. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - BEANS
SWINE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS

592. 
R. S. Herrick. (1910). *Thinning the winesap; Winter and frost injuries of fruit trees*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 19 p. (Robert Seymour)ill. ; 23 cm.Titles from cover by R.S. Herrick.
Fruit -- Frost protection -- Colorado.
Fruit -- Wounds and injuries -- Colorado.
Apples -- Thinning -- Colorado.
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   RASPBERRIES

. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   APPLES - THINNING
   FROST - EFFECT ON PLANTS

. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   FROST - EFFECT ON PLANTS

   Soils -- Phosphorus content -- Colorado.
   Calcareous soils -- Colorado.
597.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SOILS - TESTING

598.  
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SOILS, CALCAREOUS  
SOILS - TESTING

599.  
Flea-beetles.  
Potatoes -- Diseases and pests.

600.  
Curculio.  
Roses -- Diseases and pests -- West (U.S.)

601.  
_______  J. L. Hoerner. (1937) (June 1937). *Control of the squash bug, Anasa tristis DeG*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SQUASH BUGS; ANASA TRISTIS DEC.
602.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  
  BEANS - DISEASES AND PESTS

603.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  
  CUTWORMS

604.  
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  
  CUTWORMS

605.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  
  TOMATO RUSSET MITES
  PHYLLOCOPTES DESTRUCTOR

606.  
Irrigation -- Colorado.  
Underground pipelines -- Colorado.

. 29 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

   ROADS


. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

   PEACHES - MARKETING

609. M. J. Huffington. (1894). *Strawberries and grapes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 24 p.; 23 cm. Cover title.[by M.J. Huffington].

   Grapes -- Colorado.
   Strawberries -- Colorado.

610. B. Hunter and b. (1935). *Type of farming areas in Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 135 p. ill., maps; 23 cm. Byron Hunter ... [et al.].

   Agriculture -- Colorado.
   Farms -- Colorado.


. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

   PEACH MOSAIC
612.  
_______ B. R. Hyde. (1923) (July 1923).  **Care of clothing.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CLOTHING AND DRESS

613.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1923) (July 1923).  **Dresses; methods of making.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DRESSMAKING

614.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1923) (Mar. 1923).  **Hat making.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEWING

615.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1923) (July 1923).  **Remodeling garments.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DRESSMAKING

616.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1923) (Feb. 1923).  **Sewing handbook for use in extension work.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 59 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEWING
617. B. E. Hyde. (1923) (Mar. 1923). **Simple articles for clothing and household use.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 9 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SEWING

618. B. E. Hyde. (1923) (Mar. 1923). **Undergarments, simple and suitable types.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SEWING

619. B. E. Hyde. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Baby bunting's clothing budget.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CLOTHING AND DRESS


DRESSMAKING

621. B. E. Hyde. (1924) (Feb. 1924). **Cloth and its uses.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TEXTILE FABRICS
622.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1924) (June 1924). *Planning one's clothes*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CLOTHING AND DRESS

623.  
. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

624.  
. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FAIRS

625.  
_______ B. E. Hyde. (1929) (June 1929). *Advanced sewing and housefurnishing*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEWING

626.  
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEWING
Horses.--Sex.--Second law variation.--Pedigree.--Milk. Handwritten.
Horses.
Sex (Biology)
Variation (Biology)
Milk.
Livestock.

. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SUGAR BEETS

. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SWINE FARM MANAGEMENT

. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   Maple -- Diseases and pests.
   Pulvinaria.

   Syrphidae -- Colorado.

634. C. R. Jones. (1917) ( July 1917). *Fighting grasshoppers, including the results of a campaign conducted in 1916 and suggestions for the control of this pest*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   GRASSHOPPERS - CONTROL

635. C. R. Jones. (1917) ( June 1917). *Grasshopper control*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   GRASSHOPPERS - CONTROL

   . 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
637.  
. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL, CONTROL

638.  
. 96 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ANTS
APHIDIDAE
FORMICOIDEA
PLANT LICE

639.  
_______  C. R. a. S. C. M. Jones. (1938) (June 1938). *Control of bed bugs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BEDBUGS

640.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POGONOMYRMEX OCCIDENTALIS
WESTERN HARVESTER ANTS - CONTROL


   Wheat -- Varieties -- Colorado.


   Dry farming -- Colorado.


   Agricultural experiment stations -- Colorado -- Costs.

   Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station -- Accounting.


   Forage plants -- Colorado.


   Barley -- Genetics.

   Wheat -- Genetics.


   . 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
DRY FARMING


BEANS - DISEASES AND PESTS


CORN


CORN


WHEAT

656. _______ A. a. G. S. R. Kezer. (1919) ( July 1919). *Corn growing in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
657.  

ALFALFA

658.  

FERTILIZERS

659.  
_______ W. Kidder. (1923) (Mar. 1923). *Corn culture.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CORN

660.  
_______ a. J. D. M. Kidder. (1923) (Nov. 1923). *Exhibiting at fairs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FAIRS
661.
_______  W. Kidder. (1923) (Aug. 1923). *Save your own seed corn*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CORN - SEED

662.
_______  W. Kidder. (1924) (Feb. 1924). *Seed corn testing*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CORN - SEED

663.
_______  W. Kidder. (1925) (June 1925). *Grow better corn*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CORN

664.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LEGUMES

665.
_______  W. Kidder. (1926) (June 1926). *Pasture crops for Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
666.  
_______ W. Kidder. (1926) (July 1926). *Small grains for dryland farms in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DRY FARMING  
GRAIN

667.  
_______ W. Kidder. (1926) (July 1926). *Small grains for irrigated farms in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
GRAIN  
IRRIGATION FARMING

668.  
_______ F. I. Kinnison. (1917). *The forcing of strawberries*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 8 p. ill.; 23 cm.by Florence I. Kinnison.  
Forcing (Plants)  
Strawberries -- Growth

669.  
Farm equipment

670.  
_______ W. P. Kintzley and D. P. Craig. (1937). *Improving the farm wagon*. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 7 p. (Dudley Peak)ill.; 23 cm.William P. Kintzley and Dudley P. Craig.  
Tires  
Farm trailers -- Tires
671. 
. 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VEGETABLES, DRIED; COOKERY - VEGETABLES

672. 
_______ G. S. Klemmedson. (1930). Cost of public education from viewpoint of agriculture in Larimer County, Colorado. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 66 p. (Gunnar Sigesmund)ill., maps ; 23 cm.by G.S. Klemmedson.
Public schools -- Economic aspects -- Colorado -- Larimer County.

673. 
Agriculture -- Taxation -- Law and legislation -- Colorado.

674. 
Education -- Colorado -- Finance.
Taxation -- Colorado.
Public schools -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.

675. 
. 84 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
COUNTY GOVERNMENT

TAXATION


TAXATION


Peas -- Colorado.


Clover -- Colorado.
Grasses -- Colorado.
Dry farming -- Colorado.


FORAGE PLANTS
681.  
Fungal diseases of plants -- Colorado.
Tomatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

682.  
Potato ring rot.

683.  
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FORAGE PLANTS - DISEASES AND PESTS

684.  
_________ W. A. Kreutzer. (1941) ( Feb. 1941). *Soil borne diseases of potatoes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POTATOES - DISEASES AND PESTS

685.  
. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SOLANUM TUBEROSUM L.; POTATO BACTERIAL RING ROT
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

687.   _______ C. Krum. (1924) (Sept. 1924). *Feeding the farm flock for egg production.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

690.   _______ R. R. Lancaster. (1920) (June 1920). *A standard premium list for fairs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FAIRS

691. [G. S. Langford, 1930] Some factors relating to the feeding habits of grasshoppers. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 53 p. ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 47-53). by George S. Langford.
   Locusts -- Food.

692. [O. F. Larson, J. E. Wilson, United States, Works Progress Administration, Division of Social Research and Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1937] The relief situation in Colorado rural and town areas. Fort Collins. Colo.? : Colorado State Agricultural Experiment Station. v, 31 leaves. graphs ; 28 cm. "Issued by cooperative plan of rural research between Colorado State Agricultural Experiment Station and Rural Research Section, Division of Social Research, Works Progress Administration." by Olaf F. Larson and John E. Wilson.
   Public welfare -- Colorado -- Statistics.

   Rural poor -- Colorado.
   Colorado -- Rural conditions -- Research.

694. [O. F. Larson, J. E. Wilson, Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, United States, Works Progress Administration, Division of Research and Rural Section, 1936] Rural youth and relief in Colorado. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State Agricultural Experiment Station and Rural Section Division of Social Research Federal Works Progress Administration. [20] leaves. ill., maps ; 23 cm. "June 1936." / Includes bibliographical references. by Olaf F. Larson and John E. Wilson.
   Rural poor -- Colorado.
   Rural youth -- Colorado.
   Public welfare -- Colorado.
   Colorado -- Rural conditions -- Research.
- Public welfare -- Colorado -- Statistics.
- Social security -- Colorado -- Statistics.

696. F. Larson. (1937) (May 1937). Beet workers on relief in Weld County **Colorado**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
- .31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  - FARM LABOR
  - UNEMPLOYMENT - RELIEF MEASURES

697. F. Larson. (1937) (May 1937). Beet workers on relief in Weld County, **Colorado**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
- .31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  - FARM LABOR
  - UNEMPLOYMENT - RELIEF MEASURES

- .4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
  - FARM CENSUS
699.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM CENSUS

700.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SOCIAL SURVEYS, RURAL

701.  
. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SOCIAL SURVEYS, RURAL

702.  
_______  H. R. Lascelles. (1933). *Planning for lamb-feeding.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 8 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by H.R. Lascelles.  
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.

703.  
. 25 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
COWS - FEEDING
   Plant diseases -- Colorado.

   SEED DISINFECTION

706. C. D. Learn. (1921) ( June 1921). *Save the wheat; eradicate the common barberry, ally of black stem rust*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BARBERRIES
   BERBERIS VULGARIS
   PUCCINIA GRAMINIS TRITICI
   WHEAT RUSTS - STEM RUST

707. E. L. LeClerg. (1929). *Some common diseases of ornamental plants*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 31 p. (Erwin Louis)ill. ; 23 cm.by E.L. LeClerg.
   Plants, Ornamental -- Diseases and pests.

   ALFALFA ROOT ROT
709.

. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BOTRYTIS ALLII
NECK ROT OF ONIONS

710.

. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ONIONS - DISEASES AND PESTS

711.

. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TAX DELINQUENCY

712.

. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ROAD MATERIALS

713.

. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
714. _______ F. H. Leinbach. (1929) (Sept. 1929). *Farm butchering of hogs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
.16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SLAUGHTERING

.17 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SLAUGHTERING

Corn -- Colorado.

Corn -- Analysis.
Proteins.

Corn -- Planting -- Colorado.
Corn -- Irrigation -- Colorado.
719.  
CROPS AND SOILS  

720.  
CORN - HYBRIDS  

721.  
CORN - HYBRIDS  

722.  
Cold-frames.  
Hotbeds.  

723.  
Anthonomus.  
Curculio.  
Cherry -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
724.  
        Anthonomus.  
        Curculio.  
        Cherry -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

725.  
        Peach -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

726.  
        Jumping plant-lice -- Control.  
        Insecticides.

727.  
______  G. M. List. (1939). *The potato and tomato psyllid and its control on tomatoes*. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 33 p. ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 32-33). by George M. List. 
        Tomatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Control.  
        Jumping plant-lice.  
        Jumping plant-lice -- Control.

728.  
______  G. M. List. (1943). *Psyllid control on potatoes and tomatoes in the victory garden*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Colorado State College. 8 p. ill. ; 23 cm. by George M. List. 
        Tomatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Control -- Colorado.  
        Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Control -- Colorado.  
        Jumping plant-lice -- Control -- Colorado.
729.
_______ G. M. a. J. H. N. List. (1921) (July 1921). **Codling moth control for certain sections of Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CODLING MOTHS-CONTROL

730.
. 58 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
EPILACHNA CORRUPTA MULS
MEXICAN BEAN BEETLES

731.
. 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CODLING MOTHS

732.
_______ G. M. List. (1929) (May 1929). **The sulphide sulphur content as a basis for diluting lime-sulphur for spraying.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LIME SULPHUR
733. H. D. Locklin. (1921) (June 1921). *Certified seed potatoes.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

   34 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

   Evergreens -- Colorado.

   Apples -- Diseases and pests.

   Mushrooms -- Colorado.

   Mushrooms, Edible -- Colorado.
   Mushrooms, Poisonous -- Colorado.
739.

Strawberries -- Colorado.

740.
_______ B. Longyear. (1918) (Jan. 1918). *The dandelion in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 35 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DANDELIONS

741.

WOOD - DECAY

742.

Cold-frames.
Hotbeds.

743.
_______ R. V. Lott. (1929) (June 1929). *Small fruits; raspberries, blackberries, dewberries, loganberries, currants and gooseberries*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 69 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BERRIES
744. 
RASPBERRIES

745. 
_______ E. M. Lowry. (1924). Beautifying the home grounds : for the smaller type. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 20 p. ill., plans ; 23 cm.by E. Monroe Lowry. Landscape gardening -- Colorado.

746. 
_______ E. M. Lowry. (1924) ( Jan. 1924). Beautifying home grounds; for the smaller type. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. . 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005 LANDSCAPE GARDENING

747. 

748. 

749. 
Alfalfa -- Seeds -- Viability.

750.  
Alfalfa -- Colorado -- Seeds -- Quality.

751.  
_______  A. M. Lute. (1939) (Feb. 1939). *The use of good seed for the production of high quality forage*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FORAGE PLANTS - SEED  
SEED ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION

752.  
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
IRRIGATION WATER - MEASUREMENT

753.  
Sugar beet -- Fertilizers.  
Chile saltpeter.

754.  
_______  L. I. Makepeace. (1943). *The history of the library of Colorado State College, 1879-1943*. Fort Collins, Colo.: s.n.]. 20 leaves ; 29 cm. (Laura Isabel)Typewritten./ Includes bibliographical references. by Laura Isabel Makepeace.  
Colorado State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Library -- History.
755. 
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FAIRS

756. 
______ W. L. May. (1923). *Control of the whorled milkweed in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 24 p. (William L.)ill. ; 23 cm.Includes bibliographical references.by W.L. May.

Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.
Milkweeds.

757. 
______ W. L. May and Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station. (1920). *Whorled milkweed : the worst stock-poisoning plant in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 39 p. (William L.)ill. ; 23 cm.by W.L. May.

Milkweeds.
Poisonous plants.
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

758. 
______ W. May. (1919) (Nov. 1919). *Stock poisoning on the range.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LIVESTOCK - DISEASES AND PESTS-POISONOUS PLANTS

759. 
______ E. J. Maynard. (1921). *Beet by-products for fattening lambs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 12 p. (Edward Jackson)ill. ; 23 cm.by E.J. Maynard.

Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.
Beets as feed.
760.

Swine -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

761.

Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

762.

. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SUGAR BEETS

763.

. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - POTATOES

764.

Counseling in secondary education.
765. 
Canned meat.
Canning and preserving.

766. 
16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CANNING AND PRESERVING

767. 
16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CANNING AND PRESERVING

768. 
12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
COOKERY - EGGS

769. 
_______ R. McCammon. (1938) (June 1938). *Canning vegetables.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CANNING AND PRESERVING
770.  
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CANNING AND PRESERVING

771.  
. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CANNING AND PRESERVING

772.  
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
ANTS - CONTROL  
FORMICOIDEA

773.  
_______ R. McCann. (1914). *Testing and handling of milk and cream.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 31 p. ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title by R. McCann.  
Milk -- Quality.  
Cream.  
Dairy products -- Handling.

774.  
_______ A. E. McClymonds. (1920) (Sept. 1920). *Colorado corn problems.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and

    POTATOES - STORAGE
    APPLES - STORAGE


    Lettuce -- Colorado.

777. R. A. McGinty. (1926). *High altitude vegetable growing: lettuce, cauliflower, peas*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 34 p. (Rupert Alonzo)ill. ; 23 cm.by R.A. McGinty.

    Lettuce -- Colorado.
    Cauliflower -- Colorado.
    Peas -- Colorado.

778. R. A. McGinty. (1918). *The home vegetable garden*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 35 p. ; 23 cm. (Rupert Alonzo)by R.A. McGinty.

    Vegetables.
    Gardening.
    Vegetable gardening.


    Vegetable gardening.
780.  
Plants -- Effect of altitude on -- Colorado.  
Horticulture -- Colorado.

781.  
Cold-frames.  
Hotbeds.  
Vegetable gardening -- Colorado.  
Insect pests.

782.  
. 48 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
COLD FRAMES  
VEGETABLE GARDENING  
VEGETABLES - DISEASES AND PESTS

783.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
VEGETABLES - STORAGE

. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**VEGETABLES - STORAGE**


. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**VEGETABLE GARDENING**

786. J. G. McLean. (1941) (Feb. 1941). *The control of virus diseases by the tuber-unit method.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**POTATOES - DISEASES AND PESTS**


. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**POTATO BACTERIAL RING ROT**


. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005


. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD

. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

IRRIGATION
METEOROLOGY

Irrigation -- Colorado.
Meteorology -- Colorado.

796. E. J. Meadows. (1941) (June 1941). **Better cream for better butter.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DAIRYING
MILK

Sugar beet -- Thinning.

798.  
. 38 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SUGAR BEET MACHINERY

799.  
_______ E. M. Mervine. (1939) (Oct. 1939). *Progress made in sugar beet machinery investigations.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SUGAR BEET MACHINERY

800.  
_______ E. M. Mervine. (1944) (July 1944). *The sugar beet in the war and post-war period from the standpoint of the agricultural engineer.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SUGAR BEET MACHINERY

801.  
Potatoes -- Colorado.

802.  
Potatoes -- Colorado.


L. A. Moorhouse, R. T. Burdick, J. B. Hutson and b. (1927). **Factors that influence profits on irrigated farms**. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 49 p. (Llewellyn Alexander)(Raymond Terry)ill. ; 23 cm.

Irrigation farming -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.


7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BOOK REVIEWS


4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BOOK REVIEWS

L. A. Moorhouse. (1937) (Dec. 1937). **Farm tenancy on the march.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FARM TENANCY

L. A. Moorhouse. (1938) (Feb. 1938). **Renting on a 50-50 basis.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LEASES
   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005

**LEASES**

   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005

**LEASES**

815. L. A. Moorhouse. (1938) (Mar. 1938). *What a farm lease should include*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005

**LEASES**

   . 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005

**BOOK REVIEWS**

   . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlert, 1965. Scanned 2005
SWINE - DISEASES AND PESTS


Trees -- Colorado -- Selection.
Tree planting -- Colorado.
Arid regions forestry -- Colorado.


. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

RANGE MANAGEMENT


. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

RANGE MANAGEMENT


Beef cattle -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.
Beef cattle -- Economic aspects -- Colorado.


Lambs -- Losses.
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.
823.  
Grazing -- Colorado.  
Sheep -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

824.  
Swine -- Feeding and feeds.

825.  
. 31 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CABBAGES

826.  
Forage plants -- West (U.S.) -- Bibliography.  
Grasses -- West (U.S.) -- Bibliography.

827.  
Rangelands -- Revegetation -- Colorado.
828. 
_______  E. W. Nelson. (1939) (Feb. 1939).  *Reseeding mountain meadows and rangelands to increase quantity and quality of forage.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
RANGE SEEDING

829. 
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
RANGE MANAGEMENT

830. 
_______  E. W. Nelson. (1941) (Jan. 1941).  *Conservation; a key to stabilization.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
RANGE MANAGEMENT

831. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SEED TRADE
832. 
_______ E. W. Nelson. (1943) (Jan. 1943). *Bibliography on western range forage plants.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

833. 
_______ E. W. Nelson. (1943) (Jan. 1943). *Range, pasture, and meadow hay plants that occur in the various range regions of the West.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

834. 
_______ I. E. Newsom. (1924). *Bacillary white diarrhoea of chicks.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 8 p. (Isaac Ernest)ill. ; 23 cm.by I.E. Newsom. 
Pullorum disease.

835. 
Abortion in animals -- Colorado -- Prevention. 
Brucellosis in cattle -- Colorado -- Prevention.

836. 
Lambs -- Diseases -- Colorado. 
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

837. 
_______ I. E. Newsom. (1930). *Diseases of poultry.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 42 p. (Isaac Ernest)ill. ; 23
Poultry -- Diseases.

838.

Urinary organs -- Calculi.
Sheep -- Feeding and feeds.
Sheep -- Diseases.

839.

Lambs -- Feeding and feeds.
Lambs -- Diseases and pests.

840.

Lambs -- Diseases -- Colorado.
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

841.

Dysentery.
Paratyphoid fever.
Sheep -- Losses -- Colorado.

842.

Chickens -- Diseases -- Colorado.
843.
Astragalus (Plants) -- Colorado.
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.
Veterinary toxicology -- Colorado.

844.
. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SHIPPING FEVER; HEMORRHAGIC SEPTICEMIA

845.
. 9 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - DISEASES AND PESTS

846.
. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CALCULI, URINARY

847.
Lambs -- Diseases -- Colorado.
Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

848. 

J. H. Newton. (1933) (Feb. 1933). The alfalfa weevil in Colorado. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALFALFA WEEVILS
HYPERA POSTICUS GYLL

849. 


CARPOCAPSA POMELLA L.
CODLING MOTHS-CONTROL

850. 


INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL

851. 


MILK - TESTING

852. 

D. O'Brine. (1891). Progress bulletin on sugar beets. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 15 p. ; 23 cm. Cover title.[by David O'Brine].
Sugar beet -- Colorado.

   Soils -- Colorado.
   Alkali lands -- Colorado.

854. D. O'Brine. (1890). *Sugar beets.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 12 p.; 22 cm. Cover title. [David O'Brine].
   Sugar beet -- Colorado.

   . 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   LARKSPURS
   LOCO WEEDS

   Sugar beet -- Colorado.

   Dry farming -- Colorado.
   Tillage -- Colorado.
858.
_______ I. Oliver and Colorado State University. Libraries. (1930). *List of serials in the Colorado state agricultural college library, October 1, 1930.* Fort Collins: Col. 68 l. Mimeographed./ Issued also as Library billetin, no. 5./ Issued by the Library of the University under the University's earlier name: State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Compiled by Iva Oliver ... assisted by Zelia Rank ...
   Periodicals -- Bibliography -- Catalogs.
   Agriculture -- Periodicals -- Bibliography.

859.
   Lambs -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

860.
   Cattle -- Feeding and feeds -- Colorado.

861.
_______ H. B. Osland and G. E. Morton. (1931). *Field peas for fattening pigs.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 18 p. (Herbert B.) (George Edwin) ill. ; 23 cm. by H.B. Osland and Geo. E. Morton.
   Peas.
   Swine -- Feeding and feeds.

862.
_______ H. B. Osland. (1931). *Silage and trench silos in Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 21 p. (Herbert B.) ill., plans ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 21). by H.B. Osland.
   Silos -- Colorado.
863. _______ H. B. a. L. H. R. Osland. (1932) (May 1932). *Cattle management for improving the range.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

RANGE MANAGEMENT

864. _______ H. B. Osland. (1933) (June 1933). *Sugar beet by-products for fattening livestock.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS

865. _______ H. B. Osland. (1933) (June 1933). *Sugar-beet by-products for fattening livestock.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 28 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SUGAR BEETS

866. _______ H. B. Osland. (1939) (Feb. 1939). *Feeding trials with forage crops in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS

867. _______ H. B. Osland. (1941) (1941). *Lamb feeding.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
LAMBS - FEEDING


. 92 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALFALFA


Chlorosis (Plants) -- Bibliography.
Deficiency diseases in plants -- Bibliography.

870. M. E. Paddick. (1942). *Rubber producing plants (other than guayule and rubber trees) a list of references useful to investigators*. Fort Collins: Col. [State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts]. 1 p.l., 9 numb. l. 28 x 22 cm. Reproduced from type-written copy, prepared by Morris E. Paddick...

Rubber -- Bibliography.
Rubber, Artificial -- Bibliography.


Apricot -- Diseases and pests.


Fruit -- Cooperative marketing -- Colorado.


Rhizoctonia solani -- Colorado.
Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.


880.  
W. Paddock. (1903) (Dec. 1903). *Crown gall*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CROWN GALL

881.  
RANGE MANAGEMENT

882.  
M. A. Palmer. (1945) (May 1945). *The ladybeetle and other beneficial insects*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL, BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

883.  
Meteorology -- Colorado -- Fort Collins.  
Colorado -- Climate.

884.  
Irrigation canals and flumes.
885. _______ R. L. Parshall. (1945). *Improving the distribution of water to farmers by use of the Parshyall measuring flume.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 54 p. (Ralph Leroy)ill. ; 23 cm. Ralph L. Parshall. 
   Water -- Distribution.
   Irrigation canals and flumes.

   Irrigation canals and flumes.

   Irrigation canals and flumes -- Colorado.

   Irrigation water -- Colorado -- Return flow.
   South Platte River (Colo. and Neb.)

   Irrigation canals and flumes.

890. _______ J. L. Paschal. (1944) ( Sept. 1944). *Check list for potato pickers.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   POTATOES - HARVESTING
   Cattle -- Colorado.

   Dairy farming -- Colorado.

   Agriculture -- Colorado.
   Botany -- Colorado.

   Fruit-culture -- Colorado.
   Dry farming -- Colorado.

   Alfalfa -- Colorado.

   Agriculture -- Colorado.
   Botany -- Colorado.
897.  

Wheat -- Colorado.

898.  
J. E. Payne. (1900) (Dec. 1900). *Investigation of the great plains; field notes from trips in eastern Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

EASTERN COLORADO

899.  
J. E. Payne. (1903) (Feb. 1903). *Investigation of the Great Plains: unirrigated lands of eastern Colorado; seven years' study.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

EASTERN COLORADO

900.  

10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LEPIDIUM DRABA L.

PEPPERGRASS
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SEED TESTING

902. A. K. Peitersen. (1921) (June 1921). *Seed treatment for the prevention of cereal smuts*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SEED DISINFECTION

. 183 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COUNTY GOVERNMENT

904. M. W. Peterson. (1930). *Baking flour mixtures at high altitudes by Marjorie W. Peterson*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 180 p. ill. ; 22 cm. Photocopy./ Bound with Baking quick breads and cakes at high altitudes.

Flour as food -- Analysis.

Altitude, Influence of.

Baking.

905. M. W. Peterson. (1930). *Baking quick breads and cakes at high altitudes: a guide to housewives*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 48 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by Marjorie W. Peterson.

Cake -- Colorado.

Cookery (Bread)
Baking -- Colorado.

906. 
_______ H. S. Pierce. (1939) (July 1939). *Home canning, fruits.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CANNING AND PRESERVING

907. 

Berries -- Varieties.

908. 

Frozen fruit.

Frozen vegetables.

909. 

Food -- Drying.

Food -- Drying -- Equipment and supplies.

910. 
_______ W. E. Pyke and G. Johnson. (1940). *Preparing and baking yellow sponge cake at different altitudes.* Fort Collins: Colorado Experiment Station Colorado State College. 22 p. (Wesley Emerson) ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 21-22).W.E. Pyke and Gestur Johnson.

Cake -- Colorado.
911.


. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALABASTER

912.


. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HOME ECONOMICS

913.


. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ALABASTER

914.


. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY, HIGH ALTITUDE; CAKE

CHERRY JUICE
WINE AND WINE MAKING

916. W. E. Pyke. (1943) (July 1943). *Colorado progress notes on nutrition research, no. 1.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005.

CANNING AND PRESERVING


CARROTS - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION


VEGETABLES - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
919.

_______ W. E. Pyke. (1945) (Oct. 1945). *Colorado progress notes on nutrition research, no. 4; a bibliography on vitamin values for carrots*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 45 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CARROTS - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION - BIBLIOGRAPHY

920.

_______ W. E. Pyke. (1945) (July 1945). *Determine quality from pea solid readings*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PEAS, CANNED

921.


FROZEN FOOD LOCKERS

922.

_______ W. J. Quick. (1892). *The best milk tester for the practical use of the farmer and dairyman; The influence of food upon the pure fat present in milk*. Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 20 p. (Walter Jacob)ill. ; 23 cm.Titles from cover.[Walter J. Quick].

Dairy cattle -- Feeding and feeds.
Milk yield.
Dairying -- Equipment and supplies.
923.  
_______ W. J. Quick. (1892) (Jan. 1892). **Concerning subjects investigated by the experiment station.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
COLORADO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

924.  
_______ W. J. Quick. (1892) (Aug. 1892). I. **The best milk tester for the practical use of the farmer and dairyman.** II. **The influence of food upon the pure fat present in milk.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
COWS - FEEDING - EXPERBENTS

925.  
_______ W. J. Quick. (1892) (Aug. 1892). I. **The best milk tester for the practical use of the farmer and dairyman.** II. **The influence of food upon the pure fat present in milk.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
MILK - TESTING

926.  
. 54 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DAIRY INDUSTRY AND TRADE
927. 
_______ G. S. Ray. (1919) ( Mar. 1919). **Sunflowers for silage.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SILAGE - SUNFLOWERS
SUNFLOWERS

928. 
_______ J. Reed. (1903). **Treatment of stinking smut in wheat.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 8 p.; 23 cm. Cover title.by Joseph Reed.

Wheat -- Diseases and pests.
Tilletia.

929. 
_______ L. J. Reid. (1909). **Celery growing in Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 12 p. ill.; 23 cm.Cover title.by L.J. Reid.

Celery -- Colorado.

930. 
_______ H. W. Reuszer. (1937) ( Sept. 1937). **The whyof fall manuring.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

MANURES

931. 
_______ H. W. Reuszer. (1938) ( Jan. 1938). **The role of nitrogen fixing bacteria in soil fertility.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

NITRIFICATION
932. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
MANURES

933. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
MANURES

934. 
. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
BEES - HABITS AND BEHAVIOR
CLOVER, RED - POLLINATION

935. 
Alfalfa -- Weed control -- Colorado.
Dodder -- Control -- Colorado.
936.
Seeds -- Disinfection -- Colorado.
Seeds -- Colorado -- Testing.
Seeds -- Colorado -- Cleaning.

937.
Crops and climate -- Colorado.
Meteorology, Agricultural -- Colorado.
Colorado -- Climate.

938.
. 54 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
PLANTS - DISEASES AND PESTS

939.
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
BARBERRIES

940.
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
BERBERIS VULGARIS


. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CICUTA OCCIDENTALIS
WATER HEMLOCK


. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BARBERRIES
BERBERIS VULGARIS


. 123 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WEEDS


. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SEED TESTING
945. 
_______ D. W. Robertson. (1930). *Barley in Colorado.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 37 p. (David Wield)ill. ; 23 cm.Includes bibliographical references.by D.W. Robertson ... [et al.].
Barley -- Colorado.

946. 
Barley -- Colorado.

947. 
_______ D. W. Robertson and A. Kezer. (1925). *Colsess barley.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 11 p. (David Wield)ill. ; 23 cm.by D.W. Robertson and Alvin Kezer.
Barley -- Varieties -- Colorado.

948. 
Corn -- Planting time -- Colorado.

949. 
Barley -- Genetics.
Lethal mutation.

950. 
Pastures -- Irrigation -- Colorado.
Forage plants -- Irrigation -- Colorado.


954. D. W. Robertson. (1934). *Studies on the critical period for applying irrigation water to wheat*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 43 p. (David Wield)ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title. / Includes bibliographical references (p. 43). by D.W. Robertson ... [et al.]. Wheat -- Irrigation.


957.
. 34 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
OATS - VARIETIES

958.
. 43 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
WHEAT - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD

959.
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
OATS

960.
. 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
ALFALFA - VARIETIES

BARLEY - GENETIC RESEARCH


IRRIGATION


FORAGE PLANTS - YIELD


BARLEY - GENETIC RESEARCH

965. D. W. Robertson. (1941) (Apr. 1941). *Irrigated pastures*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and

SOYBEANS


CORN - HYBRIDS


RUBBER PRODUCING PLANTS


CORN - HYBRIDS
970.  
. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CORN - HYBRIDS

971.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CORN - HYBRIDS

972.  
. 34 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SHEEP FARM MANAGEMENT

973.  
. 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CATTLE, BEEF - MARKETING

974.  
_______ C. F. Rogers and I. Hatfield. (1929). *Carbon disulfide for the eradication of perennial weeds.* Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 23 p. (Charles Fletcher)ill. ; 23 cm."A progress report."Charles F. Rogers and Ira Hatfield.  
Herbicides -- Colorado.
Weeds -- Control -- Colorado.

975. 
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

976. 
Water current meters.

977. 
Water current meters.

978. 
_______ C. Rohwer. (1933) (May 1933). *The rating and use of current meters.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
. 133 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

979. 
_______ C. Rohwer. (1938) (Mar. 1938). *Snow surveying.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SNOW SURVEYS
980.

_______ C. Rohwer. (1940) (Feb. 1940). **Putting down and developing wells for irrigation.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 83 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WELLS

981.

. 30 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PUMPING MACHINERY

982.

_______ C. Rohwer. (1941) (May 1941). **Cost of pumping reduced.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PUMPING

983.

. 40 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

IRRIGATION WATER - MEASUREMENT
984. C. Rohwer. (1944) (May 1944). *Your pumping plant in war time.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PUMPING MACHINERY

Potatoes -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
Rhizoctonia solani -- Colorado.

Potatoes.

20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES - DISEASES AND PESTS

1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FERTILIZERS
BEANS - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD
989.  

  Education, Rural -- Colorado.
  Colorado -- Population, Rural.

990.  

  Caption title./ "Cooperative plan of rural research, Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, Colorado. State College, Fort Collins and Rural Section, Division of Research, Federal Work Projects Administration."R.W. Roskelley.

  Colorado -- Population.

991.  

  Cover title./ "April 1944."R.W. Roskelley.

  Diet -- Colorado.

992.  

  Includes bibliographical references (p. 45-46).


  Democracy.
  Youth -- United States.

993.  

  . 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

  FARM CENSUS
994.  
RURAL PLANNING

995.  
_______ R. H. Roskelley. (1942) (Mar. 1942). *Expert tells how labor shortage can be cushioned.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM LABOR

996.  
_______ R. W. Roskelley. (1942) (Jan. 1942). *Some suggestive procedures for overcoming a shortage of farm labor.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM LABOR

997.  
_______ R. W. Roskelley. (1942) (Mar. 1942). *When labor is scarce.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM LABOR
998.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
BOOK REVIEWS

999.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
LEADERSHIP

1000.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM CENSUS

1001.  
________ R. W. a. C. R. C. Roskelley. (1944) (May 1944). Good neighbors, more food, more dollars. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
MIGRANT LABOR
1002. 
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965".Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

JAPANESE IN THE UNITED STATES

1003. 
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FARM LABOR

1004. 
. 447 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BOTANY - COLORADO

1005. 
_______ P. A. Rydberg. (1906). Flora of Colorado. Fort Collins: Experiment Station. xxii, 448 p. 24 cm. by P.A. Rydberg, Ph.D.

Botany -- Colorado.

1006. 

Botany -- Colorado.
1007.  
**Botulism poisoning.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College Extension Service. 4 p. ; 23 cm. (Fort Collins, Colo.) by Walter G. Sackett.  
- Botulism -- Epidemiology.  
- Food poisoning.  
- Colorado State College Extension Service (Fort Collins, Colo.)

1008.  
- Soil chemistry -- Colorado.  
- Nitrification.  
- Soil algae -- Colorado.

1009.  
________ W. G. Sackett. (1910).  
- Bacterial diseases of plants -- Colorado.  
- Alfalfa -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1010.  
________ W. G. Sackett. (1916).  
**A bacterial stem blight of field and garden peas.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 43 p., [3] leaves of plates. (Walter George) ill. (some col.) ; 23 cm. Cover title. by Walter G. Sackett.  
- Bacterial blight of peas.  
- Peas -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1011.  
________ W. G. Sackett. (1931).  
**A bacteriological method for determining mineral soil deficiencies by use of the soil plaque.** Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 36 p. (Walter George) ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 35-36). by Walter G. Sackett and Laura C. Stewart.  
- Soil mineralogy.  
- Soil microbiology.
1012.

Butter.

1013.

Water -- Microbiology.
Water-supply -- Colorado -- Denver.
Water -- Law and legislation -- Colorado -- Denver.

1014.
W. G. Sackett. (1928). *The Effect of green manures and crop residues on soil reaction*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 31 p.; 23 cm. (Walter George) Includes bibliographical references (p. 30-31). by Walter G. Sackett [et al.].

Crops and soils -- Colorado.
Crop residues -- Colorado.
Green manuring -- Colorado.

1015.

Pear -- Diseases and pests.

1016.

Intestines -- Diseases.
Honey.
   Bacterial diseases of plants -- Colorado.
   Alfalfa -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1018. W. G. Sackett. (1914). The nitrifying efficiency of certain Colorado soils. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 43 p. (Walter George) ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references. by Walter G. Sackett.
   Soil chemistry -- Colorado.
   Nitrification.

   Soil disinfection.

   Soil microbiology.

   Raspberries -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.
1022. 
. 23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PLANTS - DISEASES AND PESTS

1023. 
_______ W. G. Sackett. (1911) (June 1911). *Bacteriological studies of the fixation of nitrogen in certain Colorado soils.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 42 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
SOILS - NITROGEN CONTENT

1024. 
. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
AMMONIA

1025. 
. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
ALGAE

. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

VINEGAR


. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

WATER SUPPLY

1028. ________ N. D. Sanborn. (1926). *Harvesting and marketing cantaloupes and honey dew melons in the Arkansas Valley of Colorado: seasons of 1924 and 1925*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 59 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by N.D. Sanborn.

Melons -- Colorado -- Marketing.
Melons -- Harvesting -- Colorado.


Potatoes -- Diseases -- Colorado.


Agricultural surveys -- Colorado -- Mesa County.
Fruit -- Colorado -- Mesa County.
1031.
_______ E. P. b. Sandsten. (1924). **Hardy varieties of apples for northeastern Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Experiment Station. 8 p.; 23 cm. (Emil Peter)by E.P. Sandsten.
   Apples -- Hardiness -- Colorado.
   Apples -- Varieties -- Colorado.

1032.
_______ E. P. b. Sandsten. (1919). **Orchard management.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 20 p. (Emil Peter)ill. ; 23 cm.by E.P. Sandsten.
   Fruit-culture -- Colorado.

1033.
   Fruit-culture -- Colorado.

1034.
_______ E. P. b. Sandsten and C. M. Tompkins. (1920). **Orchard survey of Fremont County.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 28 p. (Emil Peter)ill., map, port. ; 23 cm.by E.P. Sandsten and C.M. Tompkins.
   Fruit -- Colorado -- Fremont County.
   Agricultural surveys -- Colorado -- Fremont County.

1035.
   Fruit -- Colorado.
   Agricultural surveys -- Colorado.

1036.
_______ E. P. b. Sandsten and C. M. Tompkins. (1922). **Orchard survey of the northeastern district of Colorado.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 28 p. ; 23 cm. (Emil Peter)by E.P. Sandsten and C.M. Tompkins.
   Fruit -- Colorado.
   Agricultural surveys -- Colorado.
1037.  
Fruit -- Colorado.  
Agricultural surveys -- Colorado.

1038.  
Fruit -- Colorado.  
Agricultural surveys -- Colorado.

1039.  
_______ E. P. b. Sandsten. (1918). *Potato culture in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 35 p. (Emil Peter) ill.; 23 cm. by E.P. Sandsten.  
Potatoes -- Colorado.

1040.  
Potatoes -- Colorado.

1041.  
Potatoes -- Colorado.

1042.  
Saltpeter.  
Soil management -- Colorado.  
Soil management -- Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico)
1043.  
Berries -- Colorado.

1044.  
_______ E. P. Sandsten. (1921) ( June 1921). *Storing vegetables for home use*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
VEGETABLES - STORAGE

1045.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
POTATOES - SEED

1046.  
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
ORCHARD MANAGEMENT

1047.  
Rural schools -- Colorado.

1048.  
Rural schools -- Colorado.
1049.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - CARE OF CHICKS

1050.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

INCUBATION

1051.  
. 36 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TRANSPLANTING

1052.  
_______ C. N. Shepardsen. (1925) (Nov. 1925). *Produce clean milk*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

MILK

1053.  
_______ C. N. Shepardson. (1926) (July 1926). *Common difficulties in farm dairying, their causes and remedies*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
1054.
Cucujidae.

1055.
. 20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
RUSTY GRAIN BEETLES
LAEMOPHLOEUS FERRUGINEUS

1056.
________ M. E. Sheridan. (1923) (Feb. 1923). *Clothing clubs; their organization and plans of work*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CLOTHING CLUBS

1057.
Building, Adobe -- Colorado.
Farm buildings -- Colorado.

1058.
Silos.
1059.
Cyperaceae -- Colorado -- Identification.
Juncaceae -- Colorado -- Identification.

1060.
. 11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SLAUGHTERING

1061.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
MEAT - PRESERVATION

1062.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SLAUGHTERING

1063.
. 24 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SLAUGHTERING

1064.  
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DAIRYING

1065.  
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CALVES

1066.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DAIRY INDUSTRY AND TRADE

1067.  
_______ C. A. Smith. (1933) (Jan. 1933). Making American cheese on the farm. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
CHEESE

1068.  
. 43 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
MILK - TESTING

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS


CYPERACEAE
JUNCACEAE
RUSHES
SEDGES


ALFALFA - SEED

1073.

Agriculture -- Colorado.

1074.

Agriculture -- Colorado.

1075.
L. C. Stewart. (1932). *A Comparison of the soil-plaque method with the Neubauer and Hoffer Cornstalk methods for determining mineral soil deficiencies*. Fort Collins: Colorado Agricultural College Colorado Experiment Station. 59 p. (Laura Christine) ill. ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 58-59). by Laura C. Stewart ... [et al.].

Soils -- Testing.
Soil mineralogy.

1076.

22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FAIRS

1077.
_______ T. G. Stewart. (1930) (Apr. 1930). *Rotations that rotate.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CROPS AND SOILS

1078.
. 27 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CORN

1079.
. 26 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
IRRIGATION FARMING
PASTURES AND MEADOWS

1080.
_______ T. G. Stewart. (1932) (Mar. 1932). *Pasture and feed crops for plains area in Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
DRY FARMING
PASTURES AND MEADOWS

BEANS

1082. T. G. Stewart. (1940) (Jan. 1940). *Keep your farm fertile.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOIL FERTILITY

1083. T. G. Stewart. (1940) (Sept. 1940). *Saving Colorado's soil; a soil-conservation handbook for young people.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 40 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SOIL CONSERVATION


SOIL CONSERVATION

Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

1086. 
. 43 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   ARKANSAS VALLEY

1087. 
   Scale insects -- Colorado.
   Aspidiotus.

1088. 
   Fruit -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado -- Mesa County.

1089. 
   Lettuce -- Diseases and pests.

1090. 
. 115 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   WEEDS
1091.  
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CANADA THISTLES
CIRSIUM ARVENSE

1092.  
_______ B. J. Thornton. (1936) (July 1936). *A bibliography of literature on weeds, v. 1, Author index. 228 p. v. 2, Subject index*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 240 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
WEEDS - BIBLIOGRAPHY

1093.  
. 6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POISONOUS PLANTS
WEEDS

1094.  
. 125 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
WEEDS
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SEED TRADE - LAWS AND REGULATIONS

. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SEED ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION

. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
CROPS - VARIETIES

. 13 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
SEED TRADE - LAWS AND REGULATIONS

1099. B. J. Thornton. (1943) (Feb. 1943). Good seed helps win the war. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
1100. 
BINDWEEDS, FIELD

1101. 
WEEDS - CHEMICAL CONTROL

1102. 
_______ F. Thorp. (1937). Suckleya suckleyana: a poisonous plant. Fort Collins: Colorado State College Colorado Experiment Station. 19 p. ill. ; 23 cm. Cover title./ Includes bibliographical references (p. 19). Frank Thorp Jr. ... [et al.].
Livestock poisoning plants -- Colorado.

1103. 
_______ F. Thorp. (1938) (May 1938). Training for field testing work in the control and eradication of Pullorum disease. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
PUIXORUM DISEASE
WHITE DIARRHEA
1104.  
F. Thorp. (1939) (Feb. 1939). *Recent discoveries of poisonous plants in Colorado pastures and ranges*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POISONOUS PLANTS

1105.  

3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

LAMBS - DISEASES AND PESTS

1106.  

Hay -- Colorado -- Quality.

1107.  

11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HAY - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
VITAMINS

1108.  

7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
1109.
______ R. E. Trimble. (1918) (June 1918). *Colorado climatology.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 64 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

METEOROLOGY

1110.
. 68 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

METEOROLOGY

1111.
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CONCRETE - TESTING

1112.
. 56 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

METEOROLOGY
1113.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

WEEDS

1114.  
_______  R. H. Tucker. (1938) (June 1938). **Sorghums.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

SORGHUM

1115.  
. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

SUGAR BEETS

1116.  
_______  C. Ufford. (1921) (June 1921). **Care and feeding of baby chicks.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1117.  
_______  C. Ufford. (1921) (June 1921). **Care of the broody hen.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and
1118. C. Ufford. (1921) (June 1921). *How to preserve eggs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - BROODY HENS

1119. C. Ufford. (1921) (June 1921). *Principles of incubator operation.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

EGGS - PRESERVATION

. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

INCUBATION

. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY HOUSES

1123.  
C. Ufford. (1929) (June 1929). *Feeding poultry from chick to hen.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

1124.  
C. Ufford. (1929) (June 1929). *An improved poultry house for Colorado flocks.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

1125.  
C. Ufford. (1930) (April 1930). *Brooder houses suitable for Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

1126.  
20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

1127.  
C. Ufford. (1933) (May 1933). *Feeding poultry of all ages.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING
1128. _______ C. Ufford. (1936) (June 1936). *Baby chick management.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - CARE OF CHICKS

1129. _______ C. Ufford. (1936) (June 1936). *Care and marketing of Colorado eggs.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

EGGS - MARKETING

. 16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES

1131. _______ C. Ufford. (1941) (July 1941). *Building poultry laying houses for Colorado.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY HOUSES
1132.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

PUIXORUM DISEASE  
WHITE DIARRHEA

1133.  

1134.  
Poultry.

1135.  
Poultry -- Colorado.

1136.  
. 22 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

230
1137.  
. 12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
YOUTH  
AGRICULTURAL CLUBS

1138.  
_______ W. E. Vaplon. (1917) (Nov. 1917). *The poultry house.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
. 7 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PULTRY HOUSES

1139.  
. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1140.  
. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
VEGETABLE GARDENING

1141.  
_______ H. E. Vasey. (1918). *Millet smuts and their control.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 22 p. ill. ; 23 cm.by H.E. Vasey.  
Smut diseases -- Colorado.
Millets -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.


. 8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**USTIIAGO AVENAE**

**OAT SMUTS**

**USTIIAGO LEVIS**


. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**POTATOES - DISEASES AND PESTS**

1144. _______ H. E. Vasey. (1918) (Feb. 1918). *The prevention of smut in grain by seed treatment*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**SEED DISINFECTION**

1145. _______ C. P. Vetter. (1940) (July 1940). *The silt problem of the Imperial Dam and the All American canal*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 9 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

**IRRIGATION CANALS AND DITCHES**

**SILT**
1146. J. V. K. Wagar. (1944) (July 1944). *The conservation of Colorado’s natural values.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES


OUTDOOR LIFE


WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT


COOKERY, OUTDOOR

1150. F. L. Watrous. (1892). *Sugar beets; Irish potatoes; Fruit raising.* Fort Collins, Colo.: State Agricultural College Agricultural Experiment Station. 15 p.; 23 cm. Titles from cover./ Added caption title: Sugar beet culture.[by Frank L. Watrous]. Fruit-culture -- Colorado.
Potatoes -- Colorado.
Sugar beet -- Colorado.

1151.

**III. Fruit raising.** Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 15 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POTATOES - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD
FRUIT CULTURE
SUGAR BEETS - EXPERIMENTS, FIELD

1152.

Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TOMATOES - VARIETIES

1153.

Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

BROMIS INERMIS
BROMEGRASS, HUNGARIAN

1154.

Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.

. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

SWINE - FEEDING - EXPERIMENTS
1155.

Alfalfa -- Disease and pest resistance.

*Corynebacterium insidiosum*.

1156.

ALFALFA BACTERIAL ROOT ROT

1157.

FORAGE PLANTS

1158.

ALFALFA

1159.
_______ G. P. Weldon, Two plant lice of the peach and C. P. Gillette. (1910). *Some insects and mites attacking the peach in Colorado*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 20 p. (Clarence Preston) ill. ; 23 cm. Titles from cover. by George P. Welson. Two plant
lice of the peach / by C.P. Gillette and George P. Weldon.
Peach -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1160.
_______ G. P. Weldon. (1909). Two common orchard mites : the brown mite, the red spider. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 12 p. ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title.by George P. Weldon.
Spider mites.
Bryobia praetiosa.
Fruit -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1161.

PEACHES - DISEASES AND PESTS

1162.
Grapes -- Colorado.

1163.
_______ O. B. Whipple. (1906). Peach mildew. Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 7 p. (Orville Blaine)ill. ; 23 cm.Cover title.by O.B. Whipple.
Peach -- Diseases and pests -- Colorado.

1164.
Fruit -- Pruning -- Colorado.

1165.
Fruit -- Grafting.
1166.  
Fruit -- Colorado -- Mesa County.

1167.  
8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
DEWBERRIES

1168.  
11 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM SURVEYS

1169.  
19 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
FARM SURVEYS

237
1170. 
. 21 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FARM SURVEYS

1171. 

1172. 
. 5 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

1173. 
. 9 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

TURKEYS

1174. 
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - ALFALFA
POULTRY - FEEDING

1175.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - FEEDING

1176.
. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - FEEDING

1177.
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1178.
. 10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - FEEDING
1179.  
H. S. Wilgus. (1940) (May 1940). *Some phases of mineral nutrition.*  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College;  
Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
MINERALS (FOOD)

1180.  
deficiencies.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State  
Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
6 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PULTRY - DISEASES AND PESTS

1181.  
Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College;  
Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PULTRY - FEEDING

1182.  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College;  
Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
PULTRY - FEEDING; FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - IODINE

1183.  
H. S. a. C. U. Wilgus. (1941) (July 1941). *Selection of feedstuffs for  
poultry.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural  
College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - FEEDING

1184.  
. 14 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - DISEASES AND PESTS

1185.  
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1186.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1187.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1188.  
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT
1189. 
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1190. 
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

1191. 
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1192. 
. 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1193. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - FEEDING

1194. 
. 3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - PHOSPHORUS CONTENT

1195. 
_______ H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (June 1943). Commercial cleaning of feathers. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

FEATHERS

1196. 
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY - FEEDING

1197. 
_______ H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (June 1943). Egg production; use of batteries for brooding. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT

1198. 
_______ H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (June 1943). Feather picking; cannibalism, prolapse or blow-outs; difficulty with colds in chickens. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
POULTRY - DISEASES AND PESTS

1199.  
_______  H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (Feb. 1943).  *February poultry reminders.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   Poultry Farm Management

1200.  
   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   Feeding and Feeding Stuffs

1201.  
_______  H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (June 1943).  *House construction; Broiler raising; New crop grain.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   Poultry Farm Management

1202.  
   . 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   Poultry Farm Management

1203.  
   . 2 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
   Poultry - Feeding
RIBOFIAVIN

1204. H. S. Wilgus. (1943) (June 1943). Small eggs; Soft-shelled eggs; Rupture of yolks; Nests and waterers; Crooked breasts. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 1 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

POULTRY FARM MANAGEMENT


FEEDING AND FEEDING STUFFS - SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN PRODUCTS

POULTRY - FEEDING


POULTRY - FEEDING


POULTRY - FEEDING
1208.  
Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College;  
Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
3 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
**TURKEYS - FEEDING**

1209.  
_______ J. O. Williams. (1910). *Information concerning the Colorado  
carriage horse breeding station.* Fort Collins, Colo.: Agricultural Experiment  
Station of the Agricultural College of Colorado. 12 p. (John Oscar)ill. ; 23  
cm. Cover title by John O. Williams.  
Horses -- Breeding -- Colorado.

1210.  
_______ M. J. Williams. (1927) (March 1927). *Bread baking.* Fort Collins,  
Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado  
Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
**BREAD**

1211.  
_______ M. J. Williams. (1928) (Jan. 1928). *The meal preparation club.* Fort  
Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College;  
Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
20 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
**COOKERY**

1212.  
_______ M. J. Williams. (1929) (Apr. 1929). *One-dish meals.* Fort Collins,  
Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado  
Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
8 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado  
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and  
Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005  
**COOKERY**

18 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

ETIQUETTE


12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

DESSERTS


12 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

COOKERY

MENUS


16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005

HYGIENE
   23 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   CANNING AND PRESERVING

   10 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   DRYING (FRUITS AND VEGETABLES)

1219. M. J. Williams. (1933) (March 1933). *Breads, cakes and cookies for Colorado 4-H club members*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College.
   32 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   BREAD
   CAKE
   COOKERY, HIGH ALTITUDE

   16 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
   MILK
1221.
_______ R. P. Yates. (1939) (Feb. 1939). *Alfalfa seed production*. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado State College; Colorado State Agricultural College; Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College. 4 p. Unverified record from the "Index to the publications of the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887-1965". Compiled by Betty L. Hacker and Donald E. Oehlerts, 1965. Scanned 2005
ALFALFA - SEED